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SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTORY MATTERS 

Executive Summary 
1. This application is made by New Zealand Steel Limited ("NZS") under the Trade (Anti-dumping and 
Countervailing Duties) Act 1988, an Act to provide for the imposition of dumping and countervailing duties. 

2. This application requests that the Chief Executive initiate and carry out an investigation and 
determine a rate or amount of anti-dumping duty on certain Hollow Steel Sections ("HSS1

") goods from 
China and Malaysia pursuant to section 10(1) of the Trade (Anti-dumping and Countervailing Duties) Act 

1988 ("the Act"). 

3. Provisional anti-dumping duties on the Chinese and Malaysian goods pursuant to section 16 (1) (b) 
of the Act are separately requested to prevent material injury being caused to the domestic industry during 

the period of investigation. 

4. The evidence indicating the existence of dumping and injury in this application is: 

a) � China and Malaysia are exporting HSS to New Zealand at dumped prices. The margin of 
dumping is estimated to average 32% for China and 36% for Malaysia. 

b) � Injury is being suffered by NZS from the Chinese and Malaysian goods in the form of price 
undercutting in F16 and into F17. The estimated undercutting amounts on the Chinese and 
Malaysian HSS landing in New Zealand in F16 and F17 is .%2 and.% respectively, which 
is NZ$. and NZ$111/t. The undercutting is causing price suppression and price depression, 
as NZS continues to price its goods into the New Zealand distribution and processing market 
with reference to the import price of the unfairly traded goods at that same primary level of 
trade. NZS considers that the goods from China have caused the NZS EBIT per unit and EBIT 
to progressively reduce through F11-F17. [This information is price undercutting percentages 
and this information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a 

competitive advantage] 

c) � NZS is suffering material adverse economic effects from the Chinese and Malaysian goods, 
primarily via effect on prices - as contemplated by specific mention of prices at sections 
8(1)(b) and 8{2)(d)(ii) of the Act. Price-driven effects are apparent in NZS's price per unit (per 
unit being the means by which price for all steel goods is measured 3) being lower in all years 

following Fil. 

1 HSS comprises circular cross-section steel tubes and tubes of non-circular cross section. The latter can be of 
square, rectangular or oval cross section. The acronym CHS is sometimes used to refer to Circular Hollow 
Sections. The acronym RHS is sometimes used to refer to Rectangular Hollow Sections. 

2 Certain unusual import data factors are material in this figure in particular. For reasons given in this 
application, this figure is believed to be understated however at the level noted here it is of economically 

material scale. 

3 Positive evidence of price and prices being measured in a currency per a unit of mass (usually per tonne) 

can be found at http://www.worldsteelprices.com/ and 
http://www.aksteel.com/pdf/ markets products/carbon/AK Carbon Steel PB 201503.pdf and 
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d) � EBIT in absolute terms (notwithstanding EBIT is not a measure of price effects, but is step
removed from that commercial juncture) is lower in F16 and F17 than in any of the other five 
years examined in this application. 

Applicant 
5. This application is made by New Zealand Steel Limited ("NZS") whose address is 131 Mission Bush 
Rd, Glenbrook, Private Bag 92121, Auckland 1142. 

6. The applicant contact name is Mr Chris Blenkiron, Manager Marketing, Sales & Business 
Development. Phone (09) 375 8999. 

7. The applicant's financial years end on 30 June. F16 denotes the financial year ending on 30 June 
2016. 

8. NZS's parent company is the Australian listed company Bluescope Steel Limited (ASX: BSL) 4• 

9. The applicant manufactures flat, flat coated, flat painted and HSS steel products at the integrated 
steel works in Glenbrook, south Auckland. 

Positive evidence justifying the need for an investigation 
10. It is alleged that the Chinese HSS is being dumped and is causing material injury to the New Zealand 
industry principally through the following price-related effects: 

a) price undercutting; 
b) price depression; and 
c) price suppression. 

11. Resulting in (principally) the following economic impacts on domestic producers: 

i. Adverse consequence upon sales; 
ii. Adverse consequence upon profits both in per unit (e.g. EBIT/t), and overall (i.e. EBIT); 

iii. Adverse consequence upon return on investment; and 
iv. Adverse consequence upon cashflow. 

12. The positive evidence provided in support of this application for initiation is: 

1. The evidence provided by NZS itself in this document and the attached appendix; and 
2. The evidence provided from external sources referenced in this application. 

13. It is accepted that in the course of the investigation itself a good deal more evidence will be 
gathered and considered by the Ministry. The ambit of this application is to the prima facie stage, that is, on 
first appearance and adequate at first sight, to provide the positive evidence available to NZS at present 

http://usa.a rcelo rm itta I .co m/what-we-d a/steel-products/price-lists and 
http://steelbenchmarker.com/files/ history.pdf 

4 See https://www.bluescope.com/ investors/ annual-reports/ 
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justifying the need for investigations to take place. Investigative activity in the nature of verification of the 

evidence in this application is a matter for the post-initiation 180-day period. 

New Zealand Industry 
14. NZS is a New Zealand producer of HSS using Hot Rolled Coil ("HRC") semi-finished steel. NZS makes 

HSS with wall thicknesses between 2.0mm and 6.0mm. 

15. NZS draws attention to three other, unrelated party (as that term is defined in the Companies Act 
1993) New Zealand manufacturing companies who also make steel pipes. These companies are: 

Steelpipe. This company is part of the McConnell Group. Steelpipe's address is 224 Neilson 
Street, Onehunga, Auckland 1061. Phone 09 622 4580. The Steelpipe goods are identified on 
their website as being used in a wide variety of applications including water and sewage 
transmission, outfalls, pile casings, high-spec pipelines and commercial structures. Steelpipe's 
spiral welded steel pipe is used in structural applications, such as foundation work (pile casing or 
piling) and in wharf, bridge and building construction projects. 5 The Steelpipe goods are made 
from HRC, but NZS considers that they are not like goods because the diameters are significantly 
larger and the goods are used for different purposes than the HSS goods made by NZS. 

Industrial Tube Manufacturing Co. Ltd.6 The company address is 278 Kahikatea Drive, Frankton, 
PO Box 9506, Hamilton 3240. Phone 07 847 5333. Industrial Tube Manufacturing goods are 
considered like goods, because the goods made by Industrial Tube Manufacturing have a 
physical, commercial and functional likeness to the goods made by NZS. The Industrial Tube 
Manufacturing product range is identified on their website as encompassing goods with wall 
thickness in the range 0.8mm to 2.5mm. The Industrial Tube Manufacturing range therefore 
overlaps the 2.0mm to 6.0mm wall thickness range of the goods made by NZS7

• 

New Zealand Tube Mills Ltd. 8 The company address is 2-14 Port Road PO Box 36036 Wellington 
Mail Centre, Lower Hutt 5045, Phone +64 4 568 4079 Fax +64 4 568 9153. NZ Tube Mills goods 
are considered by NZS to be like goods because the goods made by NZ Tube Mills have a 
physical, commercial and functional likeness to the goods made by NZS. The NZ Tube Mills 
website identifies their goods to have a wall thickness range from 1.0mm to 3.0mm. The NZ 
Tube Mills range therefore overlaps the 2.0mm to 6.0mm wall thickness range of the goods 

made by NZS. 

16. NZS has assessed industry representation on the basis that Industrial Tube Mills and NZ Tube Mills 
also manufacture like goods. To the extent that necessary information is reasonably available to it, NZS 

5 This descriptive information is from and is attributed to the Steelpipe company. See 

http://www.steelpipe.co.nz/ 

6 See www.steeltube.co.nz 

7 NZS considers that there is no particular specific usage limitation arising at a specific wall thickness. Thinner 
gauge goods can to some degree be utilised, i.e. if desired be substituted in applications more usually the 

field of thicker gauges, and vice-versa. 

8 See www.nztubemills.co.nz 
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estimates that the New Zealand production shares by product volume (tonnes) in the most recent 
completed year F17 are NZS = 11111% (comprising- tonnes - off sales tonnes, including ..tonnes 
which are sold to export, as inventory change is immaterial), Industrial Tube Mills= an estimated 11111% 
(comprising an estimated ..tonnes production in F17) and NZ Tube Mills= an estimated ./4 (comprising 
an estimated ..tonnes production in F17). The total estimated New Zealand production of domestic like 
product in this calculation is-tonnes. NZS comprises a major proportion of New Zealand production of 
like goods and therefore the requirements of sections 3A(b) and 10(3) of the Act are met. [This information is 
price NZS volume and other party estimated volume, and market share information and this information is 
commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage) 

17. On the basis of ave rage N ZS selling price per tonne, the value of New Zealand prod u etion of the 
domestic like product including estimated Industrial Tube Mills and NZ Tube Mills is NZslll million. [This 
information is estimated NZ volume information and this information is commercially sensitive because it 
would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage) 

18. Letters of support for this application (as required by the Ministry9) from Industrial Tube Mills and 
NZ Tube Mills are attached at Appendix Four. 

19. NZS and its owner Bluescope do not have any ownership interest in any Chinese or Malaysian 
manufacturer of HSS. 

New Zealand Industry Structure/ Level of Trade, Customers and Market Shares 
20. New Zealand Steel's approach is to focus on efficient manufacture of assured-quality, fit-for-purpose 
HSS products with responsive marketing and production support for its customers. 

21. NZS does not operate at the distributor level in the New Zealand steel industry value chain. It is a 
manufacturer of primary HSS goods. It supplies those goods to primary-level distributors. As positive 
evidence, NZS observes that in F15 and F16 l°lo of NZS's HSS domestic sales volume was sold to large New 
Zea land steel distributors.10 [This information is estimated NZ volume shore information and this information 
is commercially sensitive because it would provide o competitor with a competitive advantage] 

22. NZS domestic sales are all made on a basis to distributor level customers. NZS 
considers that the appropriate level of trade for selling price undercutting purposes is ex-factory vs ex-wharf 
for imported goods, because this is the basis on which selling prices are set. New Zealand primary 
distributors/processors of HSS have a choice of buying imported goods or New Zealand-made NZS goods. 
The below diagram illustrates the New Zealand industry structure. [this information is a price selling basis 
and is commercially sensitive because it would provide o competitor with a competitive advantage] 

9 That Ministry instruction is at S.2.1/2 of the Ministry application guide which states: "An investigation can 
only proceed if the application hos a minimum level ofsupport from the industry. Therefore, if there are 
other NZ producers you will need to find out whether they would support or oppose an application.... Written 
expressions from the NZ producers, ofsupport and opposition to the application, should be attached". See 
http://www.m b ie .govt. nz/i nfo-services/bus i ness/tra de-ta riffs/docu m ents-image-1 i bra rv/Du m ping-
invest igatio n-a pplicat ion-form. pdf 

1°Cell K48 in sheet "Compiled and Chart" in file "NZ HSS Production and Market Share-"· [This 
information is a date and this information is commercially sensitive] 
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23. NZS' best estimate of market shares encompassing New Zealand manufacture of HSS goods and 
other supply to the most recent completed year F16 and to 31 December 2017 are shown below.11 These are 
calculated by adding the estimated New Zealand HSS imports to an estimated domestic sales volume of HSS 
goods12 to obtain the total New Zealand market size, then reflecting shares therein. NZS notes that the 
material injury claims in this application do not encompass market share-related matters. 

New Zealand Steel Pricing Structure 
24. The unfairly traded HSS goods have a similar pricing structure to NZS-made products. In order to 
maintain New Zealand HSS market share, NZS must respond to prevailing import HSS price offers and import 
HSS product flow. Import price are taken to NZS via commentary such as identifying a mill name or country 

and the price of those alternative goods. 

25. NZS pricing to the merchant distributor and end user market is based on import parity pricing and is 
reviewed - to ensure competitiveness. A premium is applied over import pricing to reflect the 
benefits of local supply and NZS' market offer. Benefits of local supply and the NZS market offer include 
short lead times, order flexibility, small order item quantities, product quality, technical service and 
customer service, and New Zealand currency pricing. [The redacted information in this paragraph is price and 
meetings-related and is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a competitive 

advantage] 

26. The flow chart below shows the NZS import parity pricing (IPP) process, which is generally 
[The 

redacted information in this paragraph is price and meetings-related and is commercially sensitive because it 
would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage] 

11 Sheet "Compiled" in file "NZ HSS Production and Market Share-· [This information is a date and 

this information is commercially sensitive) 

12 The figure - tonnes identified above for the most recent completed year. [This information is 
estimated NZ volume information and this information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a 

competitor with a competitive advantage] 
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Manufacturing Method 
27. Below is a diagram of the HSS manufacturing method.13 Hot Rolled Coil ("HRC") or Cold Rolled Coil 
("CRC"} is fed off the coil through a set of rollers wherein it is shaped into a progressively circular, 
rectangular, oval or square form. The manufacturing method comprises horizontally drawing and feeding 
moving coil which passes through a breakdown stand, along rollers in the forming section where the 
previously flat steel is formed by internal forming, through squeeze rolls and fin pass stands/rollers then to 
the welding table where the now-formed circular or non-circular product is electric-resistance welded. This 
process is continuous. Various steps then follow, involving length cutting of HSS, cleaning and (for some 
goods) coating with paint, oils or zinc. The manufacturing method also consumes electricity (to drive motors 
and effect welding) and some fluids. The manufacturing method requires skilled operating personnel. 

28. The manufacturing method or process (guidance as to what that means is at footnote14) is thus one 
that can be summarised as use of a plant which forms and welds steel into a hollow form. All ERW pipe has 
this identical manufacturing method in that all ERW pipe, of any finished dimension, wall thickness or 
product grade, undergoes an identical manufacturing method, which is a forming and welding process. At 
this juncture NZS notes guidance from the Australian Customs and Border Protection Service which refers to 
characteristics such as size (i.e. the dimension of goods formed and welded) being a matter under physical 
likeness of finished goods, which is distinguished from, and should not be conflated with, production likeness 
which involves considerations such as whether the goods have undergone a similar manufacturing process.15 

13 This illustration is provided to assist the explanation of the HSS manufacturing method. It is sourced from 
and acknowledged to http:ljwww.smrw.de/ files/steel tube and pipe.pdf at [40) 

14 "Manufacturing engineering or manufacturing process are the steps through which raw materials are 
transformed into a final product. The manufacturing process begins with the product design, and materials 
specification from which the product is made. These materials are then modified through manufacturing 
processes to become the required part." See https:ljen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturing 

15 Australian Customs and Border Protection Service. Dumping and Subsidy Manual, August 2012. At [9-10). 
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Goods Description 
29. Description of the goods subject to this application for initiation of an investigation is: Certain 
electric resistance welded pipe and tube made of carbon steel, comprising circular and noncircular hollow 
sections. Normally referred to as either CHS (circular or oval hollow sections) or RHS (rectangular or square 

hollow sections) collectively referred to as hollow steel sections (HSS). 

30. Finish Types of the goods subject to this application for initiation of an investigation are: galvanised 
(including in-line galvanised (ILG), pre-galvanised or hot-dipped galvanised (HOG)); or non-galvanised 
(including, but not restricted to, painted, black, lacquered or oiled finishes). 

31. Sizes of the goods subject to this application for initiation of an investigation are: Circular products 
nominal diameter up to and including 150 mm; or oval, square and rectangular products- perimeter up to 
and including 520mm. The goods may also be categorised according to minimum yield strength, the most 
common classifications being 250 and 350 MPa. Further detail and discussion of sizes appears at paragraphs 

42to46. 

32. Tariff classification: New Zealand's tariff classifications do not align with the above subject goods size 
description. Up to end 2016 if the goods have been correctly coded, all the goods in Tariff Items 
7306301911, 7306301921, 7306610019 and 7306610027 of the Tariff of New Zealand will be subject goods. 
Some subject goods are, or may be, in up to 114 other tariff classifications currently16 in the Tariff of New 

Zealand. 

33. NZS considers that the four codes in the above paragraph is the best, most reasonably available 
tariff-based representation of the subject goods, however considers that the import volume estimate is 
understated, in the case of Chinese goods in 2017 is of overstated value, and in the case of Malaysian goods, 

16 Some classification changes in the relevant section of the Tariff of New Zealand have recently been made. 
That and other know mis-coding seriously affects the NZS import goods volume and value analysis. Some of 
the codes in the current suite of possible codes thus have no entries or data in F12 to December 2016. Code 
usage and publication has not been continuous through time. Some previously, wide-coverage codes have 

subsequently been divided. 
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of understated volume. Volume and value metrics are discussed in the New Zealand Import Volumes of HSS 
section of this application. 

34. NZS considers that the galvanised pipe products manufactured in New Zealand by NZS are like the 
unfairly traded goods on the following grounds: 

Physical Characteristics and Likeness 

35. Products made locally by NZS have the same physical characteristics as the goods from China and 
Malaysia. The locally produced NZS goods are made to and meet New Zealand/Australian Standards. The 
imported Chinese goods are label-identified as having been made to New Zealand/Australian Standards or 
(in the case of some imported goods) are label-identified to having been made to a now-outdated version of 
a British Standard to which NZS previously manufactured. The grades, shape and appearance are alike. 

36. NZS notes at this point that the WTO panel in Indonesia -Autos held that the term "characteristics 
closely resembling" is "on its face... quite narrow" and "includes but is not limited to physical 
characteristics".17 <em ph asis added> 

Commercial Likeness 

37. HSS made locally by NZS are commercially like the alleged unfairly traded HSS from China and 
Malaysia. The goods commercially compete with one another in the same New Zealand market, with strong 
price competition. The distribution channels - that is, distributor route to market - are the same. 

Function/substitutability and End-use Likeness 

38. Both the locally produced and alleged dumped goods have comparable or identical end uses and are 
functionally substitutable. Both the goods made locally by NZS and the alleged unfairly traded HSS from 
China and Malaysia can be put to the following end-uses: 

i. � air compressor handles, 
ii. � air conditioning components, 
iii. � automotive and boat trailers, 
iv. � bus and truck skeletons, framing and ancillary mounts, 
v. � child playground equipment (e.g. trampoline guards, frames and 

legs), 
vi. � communication and TV aerial supports, 
vii. cowshed equipment, 
viii. equipment and furniture frames, 

ix. � fencing posts, rails, bracing and stays, 
x. � flagpoles, 
xi. � gantries, 
xii. gates and agricultural plant and equipment, 
xiii. general manufacturing, 
xiv. glass-house components, 
xv. hand trucks and dollies, 

17 Panel Report, Indonesia -Autos, at [14.172]- [14.173). The Appellate Body in EC - Large civil aircraft 
referred to the legal criteria set out by this panel. 
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xvi. industrial and safety guarding and rails (e.g. around gas installations), 

xvii. irrigation corn pone ntry 
xviii. 	 lawnmower handles, 

xix. light engineering structures, 

XX. lighting and electric pole extensions, 

xxi. livestock handling equipment (drafting yards), 

xxii. mechanical and industrial equipment, 

xxiii. 	 outdoor furniture, 
xxiv. 	 railway electrification arms, 
XXV. scaffolding and scaffolding systems, 

xxvi. 	 security camera supports, 

xxvii. 	 service bridges, 

xxviii. 	 shop-fittings, 
xxix. 	 sign gantries, 
XXX. some reticulation, heating and ventilation and pressure applications, 

xxxi. 	 some18 RHS and square as a lintel, 

xxxii. 	 street signpoles, 
xxxiii. 	 pallets and stock crates, 

xxxiv. 	 supermarket trolley frames and park returns, 

XXXV. 	 utility and service vehicle after-market frames and componentry 
(ladder and upright glass holders, bull-bars, towbar items etc), 

xxxvi. 	 welded fabrications of a wide range of types. 

xxxvii. wheelbarrow handles, 
xxxviii. workbench frames. 

39. The high degree of product substitutability between locally produced and alleged dumped goods 

across the above end uses arises from like mechanical performance. 

Production Likeness 

40. This matter relates to input materials and manufacturing method. HSS made locally by NZS and the 
alleged unfairly traded HSS from China and Malaysia are both comprised of ferrous material, that is, carbon 
steel. That input material arises via smelting or via ferrous scrap waste recovery in an EAF steel plant as a 
carbon steel slab. The slab is converted into steel plate, thence to hot rolled coil/cold rolled carbon steel coil 

for feed into an HSS plant. 

41. HSS made locally by NZS and the alleged unfairly traded HSS from China and Malaysia are both made 
in manufacturing plant and by the manufacturing method described at paragraphs 27 and 28. The typical 
equipment arrangement and parts used in the manufacture of both locally produced products and the 
alleged unfairly traded HSS from China and Malaysia is shown in the paragraph 28 illustration. While there 
can be some finished dimension differences between the HSS made locally by NZS and the alleged unfairly 
traded HSS from China and Malaysia there are no differences in manufacturing method between the HSS 
made locally by NZS and the alleged unfairly traded HSS from China and Malaysia. 

Substitutability and Price Transparency/Spillover 

18 RHS of dimensions 102x76mm, 125x75mm and 127x51mm, and square 89x89mm and lOOxlOO (all of 

>3mm wall thickness). 
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42. NZS draws attention to a subject goods dimension matter. The locally-produced NZS goods are 
currently made in sizes up to 114.9mm OD for circular, and 127m m dimension and 400mm perimeter for 
non-circular product. The subject goods dimension identified above at paragraph 31 is 30% greater than 
those NZS values to address the particular circumstances of this case. This estimates the extent of possible 
price spillover and injury by >114.9mm goods upon <114.9mm goods in the manner explained by the 
Canadian International Trade Tribunal19 in a recent steel pipe case. This matter is also underpinned by some 
functional product substitutability. 

43. Overlaying the above price spill-over circumstance is very strong to near-perfect, HSS goods pricing 
continuity of HSS goods of adjacent dimension. Positive evidence of this pricing continuity and spill-over is 
found in the HSS pricing. One item of correspondence involved an offer 
of HSS prices for goods from SOxSOmm to 500x300mm20• Another item identified. specified 
sizes of HSS between 80mm and 200mm21 

• A third item comprised an offer for two different size steel 
pipes22

• [The redacted information in this paragraph is correspondence-related and is commercially sensitive 
because it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage] 

44. The. goods specifications in the unsolicited document are all identically priced per tonne, that is, 
the price continuity of the.goods offer of adjacent width HSS is perfect. In the .HSS goods offer the 
price continuity is not perfect, but nonetheless is very strong- evidenced, for example, by the o being 2.3% 
of theµ. In the third example, the price offer of two sizes of HSS has negligible 1.79 percent 
price difference between the smaller diameter HSS and the larger diameter HSS. [The redacted information 
in this paragraph is correspondence-related and is commercially sensitive because it would provide a 
competitor with a competitive advantage] 

45. The price spill-over identified above is supported by product substitutability between locally 
produced and alleged dumped goods across the product end uses in paragraph 38. An OEM Engineer can 
achieve the desired mechanical performance in a HSS application via design options comprising fewer, but 
larger dimension HSS, or, alternatively, a greater number of smaller dimension HSS members. Engineers can 
similarly substitute for the desired mechanical performance via wall thickness and grade choice, in 
combination with cross section, and number/arrangement of HSS members. 

46. On the above grounds the subject goods description is identified as being dimensionally greater than 
the currently-made NZS goods. The goods <114.9mm closely resemble goods >114.9mm. To summarise, that 
is because: 

19 For example in the Canada Border Services Agency pipe19 and fasteners19 cases. See Inquiry No. NQ-2015
002, from [2001; in particular, see [210), (212) and [213), and Inquiry No. RR-2014-001, at [211). 

20 
- received - 2017. [The redacted information in this paragraph is correspondence

related and is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage] 

21 
, received- 2017. [The redacted information in this paragraph is 

correspondence-related and is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a 
competitive advantage] 

22 received- 2017. [The redacted information in this paragraph is 
correspondence-related and is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a 
competitive advantage] 
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a) � there are no manufacturing differences between the goods made by NZ Steel and the goods 
in the subject goods description 23, and 

b) � characteristics "closely resembling" includes but is not limited to physical characteristics, 
and 

c} � there is specific evidence above at paragraph 44 of near-perfect price connectivity- and 
thus potential price spill-over - between the goods made by NZ Steel and the goods in the 
subject goods description, and 

d) � there is commercial interchangeability between the goods made by NZ Steel and the goods 
in the subject goods description. 

Other Comments 

47. Mill finish means black. That term is in the finish type description above; Primed means either of 
painted or lacquered which are terms in the finish type description above; The length of pipe is not 
significant. length range need not be specified in the goods description; "Other galvanised circular hollow 
sections" and galvanised "carbon steel pipe" are similar terms and descriptions; Un-primed pipe is black pipe 
and enters under the four-item group of tariff and statistical keys; Zinc coatings can be applied by processes 
other than hot dip galvanising but that is uncommon; There are no other goods with the same form, function 
or usage. 

Descriptive Product Comments 
48. Some further general description of HSS goods produced by NZS is provided below. This is marketing 
and technical material from the NZS website.24 

49. NZS's Just Black Dualgrade C350/C450 is a range of structural and general purpose cold formed 
electric resistance welded square and rectangular hollow sections. These products are manufactured to 
meet the mechanica l property requirements of both grade C350 and C450 and are suitable for welding and 
limited bending. Just Black Dualgrade C350 and C450 hollow sections are suited to load bearing applications 
and have good torsional strength, impact strength and a high strength to weight ratio. 

SO. The photo below shows some HSS goods bundle-packaged, strapped and ID'd. White tags at the end 
provide details of product size, specification and grade. The goods at right of the photo have circular cross 
section. The goods in the lower left hand of the photo have square cross section, i.e. they are square tube 
HSS. Square and re<:tangular tubes are bundled in vertical-horizontal form. Round product is normally 
bundled/packaged/strapped in a hexagonal form. Manufacturers typically apply coloured paint to HSS to 
assist product identification when the goods are unbundled in a workshop. 

23 Manufacturing meth od is a matter not to be conflated with dimension of goods so manufactured. Goods 
<114.9mm and goods >114.9mm are of different dimension, but the method by which they are 
manufactured is identical. 

24 See http://www. nzste el.co. nz/products/pi pe-a nd-hol low-sections/ 
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DataSheet 

NEWZEALAND Circular Hollow Sections 
STEEL _Rff on_ _0_ _12 _15 _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __Gi_ · 2 1~ _0 ____ ___ ____

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
New Zealand Steel manufactures a range of general purpose, re1iculation and structural, cold formed electric 
resistance welded circular hollow sections. These products are manufactured to meet international specifications 
and are supplied in a range of sizes, and surface and end finishes. Pipes are suitable for welding, screwing and 

bending. 

APPLICATIONS 
Reticulation, agricultural, architectural, general engineering, mechanical handling and structural uses such as: 

• Building services pipe work 
• Cowsheds and yards 
• Fencing 
• Scaffolding 
• Agricultural implements 

. . 

. • Frames and stock crates �
S1gn gantries �
Service bridges �
Railings�. Columns 

• Trusses 

STANDARDS 
• AS 1074:1989 �
• AS/NZS 1163:2009 Grade C250 I C350 �
• AS/NZS 4792:2006 Galvanising 

PACKING 
Despatched material will be packed appropriately providing protection against weather and transit damage. 

Mechanical Prooertles 
AS1074 AS/NZS1163 C250 ASJNZS1163 C350 �

Min Yield Strength (MPa) 195 250 350 �
Min Tensile Strength (MPa) 320 320 430 �

Min Elonaation (%) 20 18-22 16-20 �

Available Dimensions Surface Fimsh 

Thickness 2.0mm - 5.4mm Black (Mill Finish) 
Nominal Diameter {bore) 15mm-100mm Galvanised HOG 300 

Outside Diameter 21.3mm - 114.3mm Red Primed 

Available Lenaths End Finishes 
Coatina ND Ranae Lenoth Ranae Standard Length Plain End (Mill Cut) 

15mm-50mm 4.1m-8.0m 6.Sm Screwed One or Both Ends 
Black 65mm-100mm 4.5m-9.0m 6.Sm Screwed and Socketed 

15mm-50mm 4.1m-6.5m 6.5m Swaaed 
Galvanised 

65mm-100mm 4.8m-6.5m 6.5m 

New Zealand Steel Limited 
Auckland 
Tel. +64 9 375 8999 WWW.l'IZSIOOl.co.nz 

nzste.el@bluescopesteel.com 
A 61ueScope Steel Company 
Fax. +64 9 375 8213 

Copyrlglll© 2013 NewZealand steel urunee1 
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AS1074 and AS/NZS1163 C250(LO) SPECIFICATION AS/NZS C350(LO) SPECIFICATION 
SIZE ND (MM) DESCRIPTION THICKNESS (mm) SIZE NO (mm} DESCRIPTION THICKNESS (mm} 

15 light 2.0 20 Extra Light 2.0 
15 Medium 2.6 20 Light 2.3 
20 Light 2.3 25 Extra Light 2.0 
20 Medium 2.6 25 Light 2.6 
20 Heavy 3.2 32 Extra Light 2.0 
25 Light 2.6 32 Light 2.6 
25 Medium 3.2 40 Extra Light 2.3 
25 Heavy 4.0 40 Light 2.9 
32 light 2.6 50 Ugh! 2.9 
32 Medium 3.2 65 Light 3.2 
32 Heavy 4.0 
40 Light 2.9 
40 Medium 3.2 
40 Heavy 4.0 
50 Light 2.9 MANUFACTURING TOLERANCES 
50 Medium 3.6 Outside Dimension 
50 Heavy 4.5 AS1074 Per Standard Tables 2.1. 2.2 and 2.3 
65 Light 3.2 ASINZS1163 !-1% {min ±0.5mm, max ±10mm) 
65 Medium 3.6 Thickness 
65 Heavy 4.5 -8%,+unlimited (Light) 

AS1074
80 light 3.2 -10%.+unlimited (Medium and Heavy) 
80 Medium 4.0 ASINZS1163 ±10% 
80 Heavy 5.0 Straightness 
100 Light 3.6 AS1074 0.20% o1 Total Length 
100 Medium 4.5 ASINZS1163 0.20% of Total Length 
100 Heavy 5.4 Length 

AS1074 ±0.08m 
AS/NZS1163 C250(LO) SPECIFICATION ASINZS1163 -0.0mm, +15mm 

SIZE ND (MM) DESCRIPTION THICKNESS {mm) 

20 Extra Light 2.0 
25 Extra Light 2.0 
32 Extra Light 2.0 
40 Extra Light 2.3 THICKNESS IDENTIFICATION 
50 Extra Light 2.3 Extra Light Green �
65 Extra Light 2.3 Light Yellow �
80 Extra Light 2.6 Medium Blue �
100 Extra Lighl 3.2 Heavy Red �

New Zealand Steel Limited 
Auckland 
Tel. +64 9 375 8999 w.vw.nzsleel .conz 
Fax. +64 9 375 8213 n.zsteel@bluescopesleel.com 
A BtueSoope Steer Company CoP'1right © 2013 New Zealand Steel Limlted 
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OataSheet 

NEWZEALAND Dual G~ade C350/C450LO RHS 
STEEL ~.e.!!~!s,~,~cttons 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
New Zealand Steel Just Black Dual Grade C350/C450 RHS is a range oi structural and general-purpose cold 
formed electric resistance welded square and rectangular hollow sections. 

These products are manufactured to meet the mechanical property requirements of both C350 and C450 and are 
suitable for welding and limited bandlng. 

Just Black Dual Grade C350/450LO hollow sections are suited to load bearing appl ications, have good torsional 
strength, impact strength and a high strength lo weight ratio. Typical applications include agrlcullura~ general 
engineering, mechanical handling and structural. 

APPLICATIONS � STANDARDS 

• � Agricultural implement frames • AS11 63:2009 Grade C350/C450LO Galvanizing 
• � Trailers AS/NZS 4792:2006 �

Pallets and stock crates �
Sign gantries �

• � Service bridges 
• � Railings �

Columns and trusses �

PACKING 
Despatched material will be packed appropriately providing protection against weather and transit damage. 

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AVAILABLE FORMS 
Min Yield Strength (MPa) I 450 Black (Mill Finish) 

Min Tensile Strength (MPa) I 500 Galvanised (limited Size Range) 
Pre-Primed 

MINIMUM ELONGATION% (G.L. 5.65vS0) 

RHS (WIDTH+ THICKNESS) AVAILABLE DIMENSIONS 
~5 I >15 and s.30 I >30 Thickness 2_0mm - 6.0mm 

C350 I C450 12 I 15 I 16 Squares 25x25 to 100x100 
RHS 25x50 to 125x75 

CHARPY IMPACT TESTING 
Gauae < 6mm I AVAILABLE LENGTHS 
Gauge ~ 6mm I Min 27J Ave of 3 Tests Length Range Cut Tolerance 

Nonnal 4.5m-9.0m -0.0mm, +20.0mm 
FABRICATING PERFORMANCE Exact 4.Sm - 9.0m -0.0mm, +6.0mm 

1 ~ Limited, 5 m Excellent 

Method Rating STANDARD LENGTHS 
DrawinQ - Finish Length (m) 
Pressing - Black 8.0 
BendinQ 1 Galvanised 6.5 max 

Roll Forming - Pre Primed 8.0 �
Welding 5 �

New Zealand Steel Limited 
Auckland 
Tel +M 9 375 8999 -.vnzsteel.co.llZ �
Fax. +64 9 375 8213 nz:steel@b!u~copesteelcon, �
A BlueScope Slael Company Copyright@ 2012 Nev1Zealand Sreel Umite<I �
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RECTANGULAR HOLLOW SECTIONS 

Nominal Size Wall Thickness Black Mass 
mm mm kg/m 

2.0 2.15 

50x25 2.5 2.62 

3.0 3.07 

2.0· 2.93 

G5x35 
2.5 3.60 

3.0 4.25 

4.0 5.35 

2.5 4.18 

75x40 3.0 4.95 

4.0 6.29 

2.0· 3.72 

2.5 4.58 

75x50 3.0 5.42 

4.0 6.92 

5.0 8.35 

2.5 5.56 

100x50 
3.0 6.60 

4.0 8.49 

5.0 10.30 

3.5 9.09 
102x76 

5.0 12.50 

3.0 8.96 

125x75 4.0 11.60 

5.0 14.20 

127x51 
3.5 9.09 

5.0 12.50 

• Only Grade C350 Available 

New zeatand Steel Limited 
Auckland 
Tel. +64 9 375 8999 
Fax. +54 9 375 8213 
A Bluescope Sieel Company 

SQUARE HOLLOW SECTIONS 

Nominal Size Wall Thickness Black Mass 
mm mm kg/m 

2.0 1.36 

25x25 2.5 1.64 

3.0 1.89 

2.5 2.42 

35x35 3.0 2.83 

4.0 2.46 

2.0 2.31 

40x40 
2.5 2.82 

3.0 3.30 

4.0 4.09 

2.0· 2.93 

2.5 3.60 

50x50 3.0 4.25 

4.0 5.35 

5.0 6.39 

2.5 4.78 

3.0 5.66 
65x65 

4.0 7.23 

5.0 8.75 

2.5 5.56 

3.0 6.60 

75x75 4.0 8.49 

5.0 10.30 

6.0 12.00 

3.5 9.07 

89x89 5.0 12.50 

6.0 14.70 

3.0 8.96 

4.0 11.6 
100x100 

5.0 14.2 

6.0 16.7 

• Only Grade C350 Available 

IWAv.nzsteel.co.nz 
nzs!eel@bluescopestee!.c001 

Copyright© 2012 New Zealand Steel Lbnited 
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New Zealand Steel HSS Exports 
51. NZS exports HSS. In F17 HSS export sales by NZS amounted to 1111 tonnes out of total sales of 
- tonnes.25 Export-related costs have been excluded from the financial data by (when undergoing data 
assembly) referencing and accessing only the appropriate non-export codes/row items in the BPCS and 
Control financial reporting systems. [this information is NZS sales volume-related and is commercially 
sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage] 

Chinese and Malaysian HSS Import Suppliers to New Zealand 
52. Known suppliers of the Chinese goods to New Zealand are listed below. Import data estimate for the 
Chinese HSS goods being sold to New Zealand appears at paragraph 64. NZS is aware that imported HSS 
goods can enter and be consumed in the New Zealand market at retail or into projects without visibility to 
the New Zealand Industry. Due to possible tariff mis-coding, HSS goods from China and other countries may 
not be readily visible in the statistics published by Statistics New Zealand. 

53. Because of the preceding reasons, there may be other Chinese HSS goods in the New Zealand 
market that are not made by or sourced through the three entities identified below. 

Dalian Steelforce Hi-Tech Co., Ltd. Company address is A-7, Dd 2 Street, Dd Port, Dalian Shi, 
Jinzhou Qu, ~!¥21§, Liaoning Province, China 118600. This company is associated with the 
Australian company Australia Steelforce Pty., Ltd. The General Manager is MrJerry Zheng. 
Email: zhengj@steelforce.com.cn. Phone +86 4111875 49531. 

Stemcor. According to its website, Stemcor is one of the world's largest independent steel 
traders. Stemcor Australia Pty Limited is registered with the New Zealand Companies Office as 
an Overseas ASIC Company. It has an office in Auckland, New Zealand. Head office of Stemcor 
Global Holdings Ltd is Elizabeth House, 9 Castle Street, St Helier, JE2 3RT Jersey Tel: +44 (0)20 
7775 3600 Fax: +44 (0)20 7775 3679 Email: groupenquiries@stemcor.com 26 

CMC. This company is a NYSE-listed steel manufacturer and trader with a global presence.
27 

54. A known supplier of the Malaysian goods is Alpine Pipe Manufacturing Snd Bhd, Lot 6065, JaIan Haji 
Abdul Manan, Batu S½, Jalan Meru, 41505 Klang, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia. Phone 00603 3392 7878 
ext 8693. There may be other, non-Alpine Malaysian-made HSS goods in the New Zealand market. 

China and Malaysia Industry Excess Capacity and Growth 
55. NZS is aware from the public documentation in the Austube Mills Pty Limited application to the 
Australian Government Anti-Dumping Commission of several other mills, which, according to Austube, are 

25 Sheet "Injury Spreadsheet" in file "Hollows Injury Information Spreadsheet- 3.55 p.m. 25.7.17 

[the redacted information is personal information] 

26 See http://www.stemcor.com/ 

27 See https://www.cmc.com/ en/global/ home 
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dispatching HSS goods to Australia. NZS is not alleging that these mills are also exporting to New Zealand, 
although that may be so. The Austube information on the public record is as follows:28 

Chinese HSS-Making Mill HSS Capacity (tonnes p.a.) 

Hengshui Jinghua Steel Pipe Co., Ltd 1,200,000 

Huludao City Steel Pipe Industrial Co. Ltd 700,000 

Qingdao Xiangxing Steel Pipe Co Ltd 1,200,000 

Dalian Steelforce Hi-Tech Co Ltd 120,000 

Zhejiang Kingland & Pipeline Technologies Co., Ltd 1,780,000 

Tianjin Youfa Steel Pipe Co Ltd 850,000 

56. The total capacity of the above six mills is 5.9 million tonnes. Public information indicates that in 
early 2015 China had more than 3,000 steel pipe enterprises, including 2700 welded pipe manufacturers and 
300 seamless steel manufacturers, and capacity of steel pipe totalled 110 million tonnes. 65 million tonnes 
was for welded pipes and 45 million tonnes of other steel pipes. The amount of excess capacity is 
approximately 30 million tonnes. 29 

57. The information in the above paragraph and table serves to evidence that the Chinese steel pipe 
industry is very large, exporting to Australasia, and has very significant excess capacity. It appears that the 
Chinese steel pipe production is circa 80 million tonnes, or 220,000 tonnes per day. That is, China is making 
New Zealand's annual HSS demand about every eight hours. Some mills, for example Zhejiang Kingland & 
Pipeline Technologies Co., Ltd, have an output some 30 times larger (via several individual production lines) 
than the HSS mill at NZS. 

58. The Malaysian steel pipe industry is also growing. A framework cooperation agreement was recently 
signed between the Sarawak state government, Hebei Xinwuan Steel Group and MCC Overseas Ltd on the 
proposed development of an integrated steel plant in Sarawak which will result in a steel-making complex 
comprising a five-million-tonne steel plant, a cement plant, a coke oven plant, a cold rolling plant, and a 
welded pipe plant in three phases. 

59. A new 3.5 million tonne Chinese steel plant, Alliance Steel (M) Sdn Bhd, is currently under 
construction at the Malaysia-China Kuantan Industrial Park in Kuantan, Pahang. It is a subsidiary of Guangxi 
Beibu Gulf Iron and Steel Co Ltd from China and will be investing RM4.2bil in a modern integrated steel plant 
to produce high-carbon steel bars, wire rods, H-shaped steel and steel building materials.30 

60. These matters are relevant to this case, because scale and manufacturing growth can assist or 
encourage deeply marginally-costed runs of product manufactured in an otherwise idle shift. That is the 

28 Austube Mills Pty Limited application to Australian Anti-Dumping Commission dated 5 October 2016. At 
http://www.adcommission.gov.au/cases/ Pages/ CurrentCases/ EPR-379.aspx p. 24. 

29 http://www.maxdofs.com/ news/ 2015021275.html 

30 http://www.thestar.com.my/business/ business-news/ 2017 /01/21/ 
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economics behind unfairly traded dumped goods which the Antidumping Agreement and New Zealand Act 

exists to condemn. 

Investigations addressing Chinese Steel Pipe Products 
61. The following investigations are taking place now, or have recently been conducted in other 

jurisdictions in relation to HSS or very similar goods:31 

Country 
Imposing 

USA 

USA 

USA 

USA 

EU 

Canada 

Canada 

Canada 

Brazil 

Turkey 

Australia 

Case# 

C-570-915 

A-570-914 

C-570-911 

A-570-910 

AD523& R589 

CAN-AD-356 

Inquiry Number NQ· 
2015---2 

AD1408 / 4214-47 
CVD143 / 4218-44 

BRA-AD-314 

Communique 216/3 

379 

Type32 

CV 

AO 

CV 

AD 

AO 

CV/AD 

CV/AD 

CV/AD 

AD 

AD 

CV/AD 

Goods 

Light-Walled Rectangular Pipe and Tube 

Light-Walled Rectangular Pipe and Tube 

Circular Welded Carbon Quality Steel Pipe 

Circular Welded Carbon Quality Steel Pipe 

Welded tubes & pipes of iron or non-alloy 

steel 

Certain Carbon Steel Welded Pipe 

Carbon and Alloy Steel Line Pipe 

Large Diameter Line Pipe 

Carbon-Steel pipes 

Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles 

Certain Hollow Structural Sections. 

Continuation 

Status 

In force 2008 
Continued 

In force 2008 
Continued 

In force 2008 
Continued 

ln force 2008 
Continued 

ln force 2008 
Continued 

In force 2008 

Continued 

In force 2016 

Initiated on 5 
Februarv 2016 

In force 2013 

Provisional 2016 

Completed May 2017 

62. The 2008 HSS measures imposed by Canada, the United States and Australia have been examined in 

sunset reviews, and continued. 33 

31 Source material comprises the Austube Mills Pty Limited application to Australian Anti-Dumping 

Commission dated 5 October 2016 and ACBPS 379 of May 2017. At 
http://www.adcommission.gov.au/cases/ Pages/CurrentCases/ EPR-379.aspx; and, Brown, Chad P. (2016) 
"Global Antidumping Database," The World Bank, June, available at http://econ.worldbank.org/ttbd/gad/ 

AND https://access.trade.gov/; and http://www.citt.gc.ca/; and 

32 CV= Countervailing, AD= Dumping. 

33 In respect of Australia see page 7 of 
http://www.adcommission.gov.au/measures/Documents/Summasy%20Table%20
%20Steel%20a nd%20Aluminium%20Products%20-%20Measures%20Applied%20

%20By%20Tariff%20Line%20-%207%20September%202016. pdf 
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Australian Investigation Discussion 
63. The New Zealand Ministry's Australian trade measures counterpart - the Australian Government 
Anti-Dumping Commission34 

- recently concluded several investigations concerning steel goods. As identified 
in the above table (the last row) it recently investigated steel Chinese and Malaysian goods and economic 
matters as encompassed in this application. NZS considers that parts of those analyses, process and 
conclusions are particularly relevant to the New Zealand Ministry's investigation because: 

a) 	 The Australian investigation reports are a source of cogent and reliable information which 
may properly be taken into account by MBIE in considering this application. 

b) 	 The Australian reports and decisions are about the unfair trading of products which are the 
same as the steel products encompassed by this application; 

c) 	 The market descriptions of the products are the same, and in many cases the trade names of 
the goods are also the same; 

d) 	 The tariff classifications are near-same; and 

e) 	 The countries of origin of the products are the same;35 

f) � The investigations by the Australian Customs Service were exhaustive and are well 
documented, and included producer visits. NZS draws MBIE's attention in particular to the 
Australian Customs Service electronic public records for investigations 177, 190 and 193, 
each of which contains detailed information about the production of goods that are the 
subject of this application; 36 

g) 	 The Australian investigations have each concluded, in large part, with a finding of dumping 
margins and subsidies, and have resulted in the imposition of anti-dumping duties and 
countervailing duties on the products; and 

h) 	 Such imposts in Australia are likely to have a diversionary effect on imports into 
New Zealand, because the New Zealand market is geographically proximate and the product 
types (and in many cases the trade names) are the same. NZS has anecdotal evidence that 
import offers of like products into New Zealand have increased subsequent to the Australian 
imposition of anti-dumping duties. In this regard in NZS's view the comment in the 
November 2016 Austube Mills Pty Limited HSS application are salient: Austube said: 

34 The division of the Australian Customs Service responsible for administering Australian's anti-dumping 
legislation was recently renamed the Australian Anti-Dumping Commission: see 
http://www.adcommission.gov.au/aboutus/defau It.asp. 

35 The Australian investigations also included goods from Taiwan and Japan. Those countries are not included 
in this application. 

36 Case information (including copies of investigation reports) for these investigations and the electronic 
public record for each investigation are available on the Australian Anti-Dumping Commission website. 
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"Prior to the imposition ofmeasures in 2012 the export price to New Zealand and Australia 
was comparable. Given Australia and New Zealand share a common structural standard for 
HSS (AS/NZS1163) and have similar size and coating preferences it is understandable that the 
export price should be comparable. Following the Australian imposition ofmeasures in July 
2012, the export price to Australia and New Zealand quickly diverged, with the absence of 
measures in New Zealand resulting in the continued reduction ofprices at a dumped level 
into New Zealand. It stands to reason that ifmeasures were allowed to expire the prices 
would again converge resulting in a return to dumped prices for HSS into Australia."37 

64. NZS invites MBIE to take these Australian findings of dumping into account as contextual evidence. 

65. NZS further invites MBIE to consider that some trade environment and policy settings are aligned 
between Australia and New Zealand, and can bear upon this application. Firstly, NZS notes that Australia and 
New Zealand are aligned in that both countries have free trade agreements with China and Malaysia. Those 
two free trade agreements do not preclude or vary WTO-based rights to anti-dumping remedies. 

66. Secondly, Australia and New Zealand both recognise China as a market economy- albeit the 
recognition or otherwise by New Zealand of China as a market economy is not material to the application of 
the Dumping and Countervailing Duties Act 1988 38

• 

37 Austube Mills Pty Limited November 2016 application to the Australian Government Anti-Dumping 

Commission. At (25]. 

38 New Zealand's dumping and countervailing legislation is applied to all WTO members except Singapore 
and Australia on an equal basis. It specifically does not discriminate for, or against, China based on whether 

China is, or not, a market economy. 

The 14 April 2004 acknowledgement by the New Zealand government that China has established a "market 
economy system" involved no subsequent change to New Zealand's then trade remedy policy and no 
subsequent reduction in protections for the New Zealand domestic economy. It has no effect on New 
Zealand's trade remedies legislation and practice. See New Zealand Government press release Wednesday, 

3:37 pm 14 April 2004. 

For completeness, NZS notes that China's WTO Accession Protocol of 10 December 2001 (from which China 
sought, but did not obtain waiver in the New Zealand - China Free Trade Agreement, nor effect waiver by 
New Zealand elsewhere) contains a provision at section 15(a)(ii) which states: "The importing WTO Member 
may use a methodology that is not based on a strict comparison with domestic prices or costs in China if the 
producers under investigation cannot clearly show that market economy conditions prevail in the industry 
producing the like product with regard to manufacture, production and sale of that product.' This clearly puts 
the onus on the investigating authority to investigate the circumstances of trade in a given sector or industry 
(i.e. the matter is not one of the national economy, but rather parts therein), within which analysis the 
burden of proof for market conditions is upon the (Chinese steel in this case) industry. 

NZS further notes that section 15(a)(ii) can be terminated by section 15(d) 'Once China has established, 
under the national law of the importing WTO Member, that it is a market economy, the provisions of 
subparagraph (a) shall be terminated provided that the importing Member's national law contains market 

economy criteria as ofthe date ofaccession. Termination pursuant to section lS(d) is not available because 
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67. Thirdly, being based on the WTO Anti-Dumping Agreement, the Australian and New Zealand anti-
dumping legislation does not materially differ in respect to their treatment of 'market situation' and 
subsequent recourse to constructed normal value provisions. Australia is most cognate to New Zealand in 
the field of trade remedies. This is evidenced in the three paragraphs below. 

68. The Australian Customs Act 1901 provides that 'the normal value ofany goods exported to Australia 
is the price paid or payable for like goods sold in the ordinary course of trade for home consumption in the 
country ofexport in soles that are arms-length transactions by the exporter or, iflike goods are not so sold by 
the exporter, by other sellers of like goods', however it provides an exception where '(ii) because the 
situation in the market of the country ofexport is such that sales in that market are not suitable for use in 
determining a price under subsection (1)'. In that case, the normal value is a construction of cost pursuant to 
'such amount as the Minister determines to be the cost ofproduction or manufacture of the goods in the 
country ofexport'. 39 

69. The New Zealand Trade (Anti-dumping and Countervailing Duties) Act 1988 covers the same ground 
thus: 'the normal value ofany goods imported or intended to be imported into New Zealand shall be the 
price paid for like goods sold in the ordinary course of trade for home consumption in the country ofexport in 
soles that are arm's length transactions by the exporter or, if like goods are not so sold by the exporter, by 
other sellers oflike goods. Then 'the situation in the relevant market is such that sales in that market that 
would otherwise be relevant for the purpose ofdetermining a price under subsection (1) ore not suitable for 
use in determining such a price; Then 'such amount as is determined by the Secretary to be the cost of 
production or manufacture of the goods in the country ofexport'. 40 

70. Fourth, the New Zealand and Australian governments expect the administration of business rules41 

to be trans-Tasman consistent. That convergence, and the alignment of business rules outcomes is 
specifically provided for in the inter-Government 'Memorandum of Understanding between the Government 
of New Zealand and the Government of Australia on the Coordination of Business Law'. That memorandum 
states: 

'Strengthening Coordination 

2. 	 Both Governments are committed to the objective ofa single economic market in which there is no 
significant discrimination in the Australian and New Zealand markets arising from differences in the 
policies and regulations ofboth countries. 

New Zealand national law did not contain market economy criteria on the 10 November 2001 date of 
accession. 

Section 15 of the above document is at Appendix Three. 

39 CUSTOMS ACT 1901- SECT 269TAC 1 and 2(a)(ii) and 2(c)(i) 

40 Trade (Anti-dumping and Countervailing Duties) Act 1988 at sec 5(1) and 5(2)(b) and 5(2)(d)(i) 

41 'business rules' being the rules group within which reside antidumping and countervailing rules. 
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3. 	 Both Governments recognise the trend towards increasing international convergence offinancial 
market and business regulation and the need to comply with international standards. Both 
Governments recognise the benefit ofcoordination to influence evolving international regulatory 
standards and regimes. 

Principles 

8. 	 Governments have identified the following principles to guide coordination efforts: 

b. 	 Measures should deliver substantively the same regulatory outcomes in both countries in 
the most efficient manner; 

9. 	 In giving effect to these principles consideration will be given to: 
a. 	 The desirability ofensuring that a firm will only have to comply with one set ofrules and will 

have certainty as to the application of those rules and the regulator (i.e. Australian or New 
Zealand) with which it needs to deal 42 

71. The above indicates the equivalency of the Australian and New Zealand circumstance. This takes one 
to an example of the general principle that findings in one jurisdiction (say, New Zealand, with whom 
Australia's business rules are intended aligned, and vice-versa) should take account of findings in cognate 
jurisdictions. In the 2008 Australian Hollow Steel Sections case, the Australian Government Anti-Dumping 

Commission made the following comments: 

'In response to the GOC (Government ofChina - bracket added) submission that the US and 
Canada findings cannot be used as evidence in support of this application, Customs view is: 

Australia and Canada's countervailing legislation, both being based on WTO ASCM, are quite 
similar. 

Although the legislation ofAustralia and other administrations might differ in some ways in 
relation to the conduct ofcountervailing investigations, the findings ofotherjurisdictions 
may provide prima facie evidence of the existence ofcountervailable subsidies, the facts of 
which will be substantiated during the course of the investigation.'43 

72. NZS wishes to draw out and reiterate a thread expressed by the Australian Commission from the last 
bullet point above. That is, the matter before the New Zealand Ministry in this application is to the above
identified prima facie stage, which is one of at first sight sufficient to uphold. The evidence in this application 

is to be verified post an initiation. 

42 http://dfat.gov .au/ trade/ agreements/ a nzcerta/ Pages/ m emorand u m-of-u nd ersta nding-betwee n-the
gove rn m ent-of-new-zea land-and-the-government-of-a ustra I ia-o n-the-coord i natio n-of-bu .aspx That 
memorandum replaces the Memorandum of Understanding between the Government of New Zealand and 
the Government of Australia on Coordination of Business Law signed on 22 February 2006. 

43 At http://www.adcommission.gov .au/cases/Documents/005-CON 144. pdf 
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73. Lastly, NZS notes that the relevant enquiry under s10 of the Act requires "sufficient evidence" to 
"initiate an investigation". Section 10 does not require a finding that the evidence is sufficient to prove 
material injury: as the High Court has confirmed, all that is required at the section 10 phase is sufficient 
evidence indicating a "likelihood ofdumping and material injury, and requiring investigation".44 

New Zealand Import Volumes of HSS, and China and Malaysia Share Growth 
74. Set out below is the NZS best estimate of HSS import volumes into New Zealand in the period to 30 
June 2017 in respect of China and to 31 December 2016 in respect of Malaysia. This is based on the records 
of codes 7306301911, 7306301921, 7306610019 and 7306610027 from Statistics New Zealand, and a re-cast 
of codes from 1 January 2017 to 30 June 2017. If the import goods have been correctly coded, all goods in 
these four codes up to 31 December 2016 are likely to be subject goods - but not all subject goods are likely 
to be in these four codes. 

75. NZS draws attention to the significant difficulty in obtaining correct import volume and value 
information on which to base this application. There are some over-arching reasons why the goods in the 
category surrounding the like goods are likely miscoded. In summary, persons effecting coding almost 
certainly have insufficient product/technical knowledge to correctly code the goods they are examining, or 
the paperwork available omits some necessary information. It can therefore be difficult to accurately 
complete the coding task. Correct coding may also be seen as not warranting deep inquiry and a correct 
outcome because many entire product groups have the same tariff rate. There is no financial gain, or 
alternatively cost, from coding the goods correctly. With that backdrop it can be in the vernacular 
'convenient' for a coder to turn to a code which on the surface appears correct but which on deep 
examination may not be correct. Such inadvertently incorrect coding within a group is not circumvention or 
occurring for improper reason but is almost certainly taking place. The Ministry has been offered some 
specific documentary evidence of this in relation to rebar at paragraph 88 of the Pacific Steel 18 November 
2016 AD/CVD application. 

76. The change in Ql 2017 to add a very large number of new HSS codes and cease the use of older 
codes has made this already vague circumstance more difficult. Since January 2017 coders have had to select 
a new code from among the newly available list. They will have made that decision on the basis of limited 
information, compounded by the fact that some codes are not able to be confidently used. 

77. In regard to the latter NZS points to a series in 7603 which contain a description of goods which are 
"seamless and welded" which is an impossibility as HSS goods are either seamless or welded (the NZS 
description does not include seamless), or codes with something indecipherable on the description-for 
example a square or rectangle described by internal diameter in code 7306610037. Squares and rectangles 
do not have a diameter. Only circles have a diameter. 

78. The NZS process to work back to the four codes used to 31 December 2016 individually examines all 
118 codes in the six 6-digit code groups where the subject goods should reside (although even that may miss 
some subject goods), then omit any of the 118 those on a ground which should disqualify the goods or make 
use of the ten-digit code unnecessary. The six code groups are 730619, 730630, 730660, 730661, 730669 
and 730690. From those 118, 47 were omitted as they had nil volume in f15 to F17. 9 were then deleted as 
they are stainless steel. 1 was then deleted as it is for goods >229mm. 7 were then deleted as the goods are 
of the unusable description "welded and seamless (W&S)". 3 were then deleted as the goods unit values 
were too high to be subject goods. 25 were then deleted as the goods were boiler tube, high pressure 

44 Kerry (New Zealand) Limited v Comptroller of Customs (1988) 3 TCLR 265 at 275. Note that this decision 
was made pursuant to the predecessor of the 1988 Act, the Customs Act 1966. 
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conduit, was W&S, or the ID was >229mm. That left 26 codes which are most likely the goods either pre or 
post January 2017. The import datafile includes 26 codes. 

79. In 2017 however, the 22 codes then live (4 having not survived into 2017) do not contain a goods 

dimension matching the goods description. 

80. NZS further observes that the China values in the 2017 codes have unusually high unit values (some 
are >20% higher than the supposedly same Malaysian goods). This may be due to any number of reasons, 
including, perhaps, off-invoice rebates not being taken to effect in the Statistics New Zealand information, or 
the goods value including fittings such as the clips and bracketry used for scaffolding. 

81. NZS has made a reasonable attempt to analyse the facts as they present45
, but is concerned that, in 

particular, the Chinese import prices in 2017 are erroneously high and the Malaysian import volume is 
erroneously low. NZS requests of the Ministry that it examines and verifies individual import goods 
documentation. This matter is very important and this work will be necessary for any case findings on 

margins and import levels to be sound. 

82. In respect of Malaysia, NZS notes two particular issues: 

83. First, its assessment cannot confidently review Malaysian data in respect of either volume or value 
beyond 31 December 2016. The data series beyond that is grossly discontinuous. That does not match NZ
side market information which is that Malaysia has a material and growing share. NZS does not know which 
of the new codes is being used for the significant volume of Malaysian HSS being exported to New Zealand. 

84. Second, the Malaysian volume into New Zealand using TradeMap Malaysian-side export data to New 
Zealand (a continuously-coded data series using 730630, 730660 and 730661) shows that F16 Malaysia 
dispatched 2,062 tonnes of those HSS goods to New Zealand. Malaysian growth since then however, has 
been very significant. 2016 was 4,319 tonnes. On a 9 months to 31 March 2017 annualised basis, Malaysia 
dispatched 6,218t of HSS to New Zealand in F17. These volumes are very significant. F17 annualised is 2.97 
times the F16 level. Even if only half of the Malaysian volume in (say) 2016 is subject goods, the Malaysian 
share of New Zealand imports of the goods would be circa 10%46, behind only China and Australia. NZS has 
therefore assessed Malaysia's F17 import volume share by taking the four-code Malaysian share in F16, 

increased by 2.97 times into estimated four-code F17. 

85. The resulting figure for Malaysia in F17 is 704t. That volume is considered conservative because 
TradeMap's record for Malaysian HSS to New Zealand is 4,596t in the first 9 months of that financial year. 

86. The import volumes of the goods from China significantly exceed the negligible individual 3% share 
of all imports in the period to end Ql 2017. In F16 and into F17 the China share is estimated at 71%. It has 
risen steadily to that level. The China HSS import volume function since Fll illustrates steady volume 
growth, being y == 1072.lx+ 4433.7 R2 == 0.8407. The function since F08 is similar. In that year the Chinese 
HSS had a 5.8% share on New Zealand HSS imports. The volume function from FOB to F16 is a near linear y == 

45 NZS notes that the Ministry prefers export data to be as recorded, not as may be estimated. For that 
reason, the unusually high Chinese 2017 values are presented as is. 

46 If the total New Zealand imports of the subject goods in 2016 was 20,000t and only half of Malaysia's 2016 
volume of 4,319t was subject goods, then the Malaysian share of all New Zealand imports in 2016 would be 

11%. 
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1200.3x + 298.47 R2 = 0.952147
• The Chinese share of imports function is y =0.0799x- 0.0401 R2 =0.9256. In 

NZS's view, these functions positively evidence the growing share and presence in the New Zealand HSS 
market of the injurious Chinese-made HSS. 

87. Other countries known to have exported HSS to New Zealand in recent years are: Australia, Austria, 
Belgium, Canada, Chile, Czech Republic, Finland, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Italy, Japan, 
Korea, Mali, Mexico, Netherlands, Poland, Singapore, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand, 
United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom and the United States of America. However, the volumes of these 
imports - even taken together - remain small corn pared to the volume of imports from China and Malaysia. 

88. Set out below is estimated HSS import data in financial years. Malaysia F17 704t is 237t times 2.97. 
F17 also assumes carry-forward into that year the use of the continuous code volumes up to 31 December 
2017 for China and others. 

Period F12 F13 F14 F15 F16 F17e48 F17e 

12 Months 12 Months 12 Months 12 Months 12 Months 12 Months 12Months 
Coverage to30June to30June to30June to 30June to30June to30June to30June 

'12 '13 '14 '1S '16 '17 '17 

China (t) 6,912 8,657 8,146 10,739 9,987 10,979 69% 

Malaysia (t) 279 292 359 409 237 703 4.4% 

Others (t) 11,440 9,209 13,762 5,287 3,744 4,245 27% 

Total (t) 18,631 18,157 22,267 16,436 13,968 15,927 100% 

89. Set out below is the above data by the five/seven most recent quarters.49 China volume is estimated 
further out to end F17. Malaysia is not estimated into by quarters 2017 for the reasons given at paragraph 
81. 

Q3-2015 Q4-2015 Ql-2016 Q2-2016 Q3-2016 Q4-2016 Ql-2017 Q2-2017 
Period (Qlin (Q2 of (Q3 of (Q4of (Qlof (Q2of (Q3 of (Q4of 

F16) F16} F16) F16) F17} F17) F17) F17) 

China (t) 2,965 2,257 2,235 2,530 3,100 3,114 1,291 1,480 

Malaysia t so 31 99 56 133 102 - 

Others (t) 1,087 554 1,007 1,096 986 1,156 - 

Total (t) 4,102 2,842 3,341 3,682 4,218 4,372 - 

47 Sheet "Table" in file" NZ Hollows Imports 30.11.16". 

48 This entire table is an estimate, however attention is drawn in this and the right hand column to the 
Malaysia 703t estimate described above. That figure (4.4%) is nonetheless considered low. NZS considers 
that the Malaysian HSS share of imports is circa 11%. That is described at footnote 46. 

49 Sheet "Matrix'' in file "Quarterly 4.10.17 
HarmonisedTradelmports_20171004_031650_50_20171004_032914_98.xls" at row 1034. 
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China's New Zealand-Destined HSS Export Price 
90. Set out below is detail of the NZS estimate of most recent seven quarters estimated export prices to 
New Zealand. Source data obtained from Statistics New Zealand. Exchange rate conversions are at New 
Zealand Customs rates of exchange.50 The export prices below (from which adjustments back to ex-works 
will be made) comprise one of the two figures underlying the dumping margin calculations. 51 

Q3- Q4- Q1- Q2- Q3- Q4- Q1- Q2

2015 2015 2016 2016 2016 2016 2017 2017 
Period 

(Ql in (Q2of (Q3 of {Q4of (Qlof (Q2of {Q3of (Q4of 

F16) F16) F16} F16) F17) F17) F17) F17) 

China VFD in NZ$/t 1,031 1,073 967 951 1,010 1,006 1,056 1,070 

China VFD in US$/t 679 692 629 642 710 704 732 733 

China CIF in NZ$/t 1,146 1,181 1,086 1,070 1,122 1,108 1,165 1,171 

91. The average China VFD in F16 and F17 is US$690 per tonne. 

92. The New Zealand Customs-sourced data above is at VFD which is only "approximately'' equivalent 
and therefore only approximately contiguous with the exporter-side export price adjustment evidence which 
is FOB-based. Positive evidence of that "approximately" qualifier is shown in the below except from the 

source-data portal.52 

VFD Imports are all material goods which enter New Zealand from abroad and are valued 'VFD' (value for �
duty) and 'CIF' (cost, insurance and freight). VFD is the value on which customs duty is based. It �
equates approximately with the free on board (FOB) cost of the goods in the exporting country. �

93. The potential VFD-FOB "approximately" error is not considered material in this case. 

Malaysia's New Zealand-Destined HSS Export Price 
94. Set out below is detail of the NZS estimate of most recent six quarters estimated export prices to 
New Zealand. Source data obtained from Statistics New Zealand. Exchange rate conversions are at New 

Zealand Customs rates of exchange. 

Q3-2015 Q4-2015 Q1·2016 Q2-2016 Q3-2016 Q4•2016 

Period (Qlin (Q2of (Q3of (Q4of (Qlof {Q2 of 
F16) F16) F16) F16) F17) F17) 

Malaysia VFD in NZ$/t 1,168 1,145 916 918 962 921 

Malaysia VFD in US$/t 769 738 596 620 676 644 

945Malaysia CIF in NZ$/t 1,207 1,180 926 987 998 

5°File "Quarterly 4.10.17 HarmonisedTradelmports_20171004_031650_50_20171004_032914_98.xls" 

51 Sheet "Dumping" in file "Hollows Excel F16 and F17 3.10.17". 

52 See http://www.stats.govt.nz/ i nfos hare/ H el p/further-heIp.asp 
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Export Price Deductions 
95. NZS has deducted from the above the estimated costs between VFD and ex-factory incurred by the 
exporter in preparing the goods for shipment to New Zealand, and made other relevant adjustments to 
ensure fair comparison with normal values which are at ex-works. 

96. NZS sourced China-side information from in September 2016. The 
elements of this China cost on a per tonne basis if a shipment comprised containers (this is because six of 
the ten cost elements are per shipment, not per container} are: Credit US$. to$ Packaging US$. 
Cartage at origin US$1111, Terminal Handling Charges US$. Port Service Fee US$ Terminal Security 
Fee US$. Equipment Management Fee US. Manifest Fee US$. VGM Fee US$ , 
Documentation Fee US$. Handling Fee US Customs Export Fee us$1111llh_e Malaysia cost 
estimation follows this with the exception of credit where the values range is $lJ5'a to US$. per tonne. 
[The redacted information in this paragraph comprises various individual trading/cost values and is 
commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage.] 

97. Set out below are the consequential Malaysian and Chinese export prices at ex-works. 

Q3- Q4- Ql- Q2- Q3- Q4- Ql- Q2
2015 2015 2016 2016 2016 2016 2017 2017Period 

(Ql in (Q2 of (Q3of (Q4of (Ql of (Q2of (Q3of (Q4of 
F16) F16) F16) F16) Fl7) F17) F17) F17) 

China in US$/t at 
649 662 599 612 680 674 701 702ex-works �

Malaysia in US$/t �
738 707 566 590 646 614at ex-works 

EVIDENCE OF DUMPING 

Normal Value in Exporter's Domestic Market - China 
98. By way of general backdrop, NZS notes that McKinsey and Company analysis offers some cashflow
related insight to the recent performance of the steel industry being generally unprofitable and not in the 
ordinary course of trade. Sustained periods of negative cashflow are synonymous with not in the ordinary 
course of trade, because the former threshold is the point which may trigger closure of the operation. 
McKinsey calculate that in 2012, 56% of steel manufacturers had negative cash flow (measured as total 
operating cash flow minus capital expenditures minus interest expenses}. NZS submits that the 2012 average 
negative cashflow circumstance which McKinsey points to is now worse. The 2002 to 2012 trend in that 
cashflow measure is y =3.3455x + 12.109. The average net debt to EBITDA ratio is also trending adversely 
over that period. It is y =0.1873x + 0.9218. The data is below. 

Measure/ Year '02 '03 '04 '05 '06 '07 '08 '09 '10 '11 '12 

World steel operating with 
33 18 13 22 22 17 34 62 36 41 56negative cashflow (%) �

Net Debt to Equity (ratio} 3 1.9 0.8 0.7 0.9 1 1.5 3.1 2.4 3 4.2 �

99. Turning to the specific, NZS has used the constructed selling price method of establishing Chinese 
HSS normal values. NZS has two reasons for doing so. 
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100. First, in reliance on section 5(2)(a) of the Act because NZS has not been able to obtain relevant local 
China prices. Domestic selling price information is considered commercially sensitive by manufacturers and 

as a result is not available to other parties due to potential breach of supplier-customer commercial 
arrangements. NZS has nonetheless examined steel industry newsletters and web publications (including 
SBB, MEPS, Steel Orbis, Kallanish Steel, etc), in an attempt to obtain domestic selling prices for HSS in China. 
Domestic selling prices for HSS at a relevant level of trade do not appear to be published and on that ground 
recourse can be had to a construction of the normal value for the goods in China. 

101. As an aside to that conclusion, some price information of an export orientation can be found, but 
shows considerable variation. That level of variation too, wou Id challenge the reliability of any China 
domestic prices that might be obtained. This consideration is evidenced in the below screenshot showing a 
price range on Chinese-source galv steel HSS of between US$450 and US$1,000 per tonne. 
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102. Second, because in NZS's view, the situation in the Chinese steel industry gives rise to section 5(2)(b) 
of the Act. NZS considers that there is an absence of relevant and suitable sales in the ordinary course of 
trade. NZS considers that the well-established and continued intervention by the Government of China 
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(GOC) in the Chinese iron and steel industry has distorted the prices of HSS and other precursor steel goods 
such as HRC feed which is used to make HSS. NZS is of the view that this situation has occurred during and 
prior to the likely investigation period. 

103. Substantial evidence in support of the contention in paragraph 76 exists, some of which is contained 
in reports published by economic commentators, and some in applications to and the reports of, 
counterparts of the Trade and International Environment Branch of the New Zealand Ministry. 

104. In particular, the Australian Anti-Dumping Commission has previously found that a 'market situation' 
(that is, the conditions encompassed by section 5(2)(b) of the Trade (Anti-dumping and Countervailing 
Duties) Act 1988 which is mirrored in section 269TAC(2)(a) ofAustralia's Customs Act 1901) exists in relation 
to hollow structural steel sections and also determined that prices in the domestic market for galvanised 
steel and aluminium zinc coated steel and hot rolled plate steel were unsuitable for the determination of 
normal value for the same reasons.53. This is reported in Austube Mills Pty Ltd's application to the Australian 
Commission dated 5 October 2016. Austube ("ATM") said: 

"Investigation No. 177 determined that the cost ofmanufacture ofHSS in China did not 
reasonably reflect competitive market costs associated with the production or manufacture 
of the goods for the purposes ofRegulation 439. Normal values for HSS exportedfrom China 
therefore could not be determined using domestic selling prices in China under s.269TAC{1) of 
the Customs Act 1901 54 

The then Customs and Border Protection determined: 

...the costs incurred by HSS manufacturers in China for HRC and narrow strip used in the 
investigation period do not reasonably reflect competitive market costs in terms of 
Regulation 180(2).11 

It was further determined by Customs and Border Protection that a 'particular market 
situation' applied to HSS in China (s.269TAC(2)(a)(ii)). Normal values, therefore, were 
determined on a constructed cost methodology using the exporters' production costs. 
Customs and Border Protection replaced the cost ofhot-rolled coil ("HRC"), the semi-finished 
raw material input used along with narrow stripfor pipe & tube production, for each Chinese 
exporter with reference to a 'benchmark', determined to be the weighted average domestic 
HRC costs incurred by verified selected co-operating HSS exporters from Korea, Malaysia and 
Taiwan. 

In the recent review ofmeasures inquiry No. 28512 involving exports ofHSS to Australia by 
Dalian Stee/jorce HiTech Co., Ltd the Commission re-affirmed the Customs and Border 
Protection's findings contained in Report No. 177 that a particular market situation continued 
to apply to HSS in China. The Commission determined that the costs ofHRC provided by 
Dalian Stee/force relating to the review period did not reasonably reflect competitive market 
prices. In this case the benchmark price was based on pricing from a reputable independent 
source for Korea and Taiwan. 

53 See Australian Anti-Dumping Commission REP 177, REP 190 and REP 198. 

54 EPR Folio 177, p 39. 
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ATM contends that a particular market situation continues to apply to HSS sold in China 
during 2016. Domestic selling prices for HSS in China are therefore artificially low and not 
suitable for determining normal values. ATM has adopted a constructed cost methodology 

for determining normal valuesfor HSS in China (for 2015/16 year)." 

In 379 of May 2017, the APBPCS has upheld the above view.55 

105. Further support for the view that the circumstances in the Chinese steel industry (which includes the 
manufacture of steel pipe goods) give rise to section 5(2)(b) of the Act can be found in some recent 
Australian Commission work on the reinforcing bar sector of the Chinese steel industry pursuant to an 
application to it by OneSteel Manufacturing Pty Limited dated 12 May 2015. The Final Report in this matter 
was published on 13 April 2016. NZS concurs with the Australian Government Anti-Dumping Commission 
conclusion that the domestic price for Chinese rebar was influenced by the Chinese Government to a degree 
which makes domestic sales of rebar unsuitable for use in determining normal values. This is because the 
elements of China Government steel industry plans, involvement and management do not appear to 
discriminate between rebar makers as opposed to tube or flat steel makers. The Commission's summary 

following their analysis is as follows: 

uBased on the proceeding analysis, the Commission has concluded that the Chinese 
Government materially influenced conditions within the Chinese rebar market during the 
investigation period. The mechanisms through which the Chinese Government exerted this 
influence include government directives and oversight, subsidy programs, taxation 
arrangements and the significant number ofstate owned steel companies. 

The Commission also concludes that because of the significance of this influence over the 
Chinese rebar market, the domestic price for Chinese rebar was substantially different to 
what it would have been in the absence of these interventions by the Chinese Government. 
Based on this analysis, the Commission has determined that during the investigation period 
the domestic price for Chinese rebar was influenced by the Chinese Government to a degree 
which makes domestic sales of rebar unsuitable for use in determining normal values under 

subsection 269TAC(1)." 56 

106. The sources used by applicant OneSteel Manufacturing Pty Limited were: 

• � National Steel Policy (2005). 

• � Blueprintfor the Steel Industry Adjustment and Revitalisation (2009). 

• � National and regional Five-Year Plans and guidelines. 

• � The 12th Five-Year Plan: Iron andSteel {2011-2015 Development Plan for the Steel 

Industry). 

55 ACBPCS 379 at [17-18). 

56 At http://www.adcommission.gov .au/cases/EPR%20251%20%20300/EPR%20300/063%20
%20REP%20300.pdf p 100. The material on market situation is at [84 - 100]. 
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107. The Australian Government Anti-Dumping Commission rebar-related summary is built on the 
following material: 

• 	 OneStee/'s application for the publication ofdumping and/or countervailing duty 
notices concerning steel reinforcing bar exported from the People's Republic ofChina. 

• 	 Previous investigations undertaken by the Commission in relation to the Chinese steel 
industry. 

• 	 An investigation into 'certain concrete reinforced bar' originating from the People's 
Republic ofChino undertaken by the Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA). 57 

• 	 Information obtained through the Australian Commission's research and analysis. 

108. The outcome of the above work by the Australian Commission on re bar is that a constructed normal 
value was used, built on semi-finished billet feed (used to convert into rebar) costed into the construction 
from Latin American58 semi-finished billet prices from a reputable industry pricing source. Semi-finished steel 
billet is to reinforcing bar, as Hot Rolled Coil ("HRC") is to HSS. 

109. A recent report authored by the Australian Government Anti-Dumping Commission provides further 
guidance as to the nature of Chinese government involvement in its domestic steel industry 59• This report 
addresses that topic directly, and its conclusion is clear - being that Chinese government policies have 
distorted domestic China steel prices and profitability, such that the conditions in the New Zealand Act at 
section 5(2}(b) will be met. Material from the Australian report is provided at Appendix One. Summary 
statements from that report addressing section 5(2)(b) of the Act include: 

"Many ofthe policies adopted by Asian governments would meet the OECD's definition of 
being market distorting in that they have the effect ofsustaining ongoing overcapacity by 
supporting the building ofnew capacity or keeping inefficient facilities in operation. 

By altering the VAT rebates or export taxes applied to steel exports, the Chinese Government 
has altered the relative profitability ofdifferent types ofsteel exports and ofexports 
compared to domestic sales. This has changed steel producers' relative incentives to sell steel 

57 Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA), December 2014, Statement of Reasons: Concerning the final 
determinations with respect to the dumping of 'Certain concrete Reinforcing Bar Originating in or Exported 
From The People's Republic of China, The Republic of Korea and The Republic ofTurkey; and the subsidizing 
of 'Certain Concrete Reinforcing Bar Originating In Or Exported From the People's Republic of China'; and the 
terminations of the investigation with respect to the subsidizing of 'Certain Concrete Reinforcing Bar 
Originating In Or Exported From The Republic of Korea and The Republic ofTurkey. 

58 Initial work in that investigation used Turkish export billet prices, but the Final Report used Latin American 
prices. 

59 http://www.adcommission.gov .au/adsystem/referencematerial/Documents/MASTER%20
%20Steel%20aluminiu m%20report%20%20-%2031%20August%202016%20
%20for'/420public%20release. pdf 
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products in domestic compared to export markets. Through these mechanisms for altering 
the relative supply ofparticular steel products in the domestic market, the Chinese 
Government has been able to influence the domestic price for those products. 

The Chinese Government also Influences the domestic price for steel products through the 
application ofexport taxes on Chinese billets, which accounts for a significant proportion of 
the cost ofsteel fabricated products. 

While there is limited transparency about the operations ofChinese state-owned 
corporations, the Commission understands that these companies can receive loans at less 
than commercial rates, that dividend policies can be set to pursue government objectives and 
that extended periods of /ossmaking may be tolerated-all of which reduce the normal 
commercial pressures for companies to operate efficiently and for poorly performing firms to 
cut back or cease operations." 

110. NZS believes that the views of the Australian regulator are particularly sa lient - notably because of 
near-identical New Zealand/Australia trade remedies legislation, and because both New Zealand and 
Australia consider China to be a market economy. 

111. NZS nonetheless considers other regulators who hold a national (as opposed to discrete, subsector 
by subsector} view regarding market economics are relevant , in part because, on the facts, they too observe 
some industry subsector economic behaviour in Chinese steel as not being in t he ordinary course of trade. 
Canada, for example, condu cted a China rebar dumping and subsidizing investigat ion in 2014.6°Canada 
examined much of the same Chinese documentation as Australia. Following that examination, the Canada 
Border Services Agency (CBSA) observed as follows:61 

'[124] The President of the CBSA has issued opinions In respect of the following steel sectors 
in China that domestic prices are substantially influenced by the GOC and that they are not 
substantially the same as they would be ifthey were determined in a competitive market: 

Wire rod sector - Certain galvanized steel wire (2013) 

Steel pipe sector - Certain piling pipe (2012} 

Oil country tubular goods sector - Certain pup joints (2011) 

Hot-rolled steel plate sector - Certain hot-rolled carbon steel plate and high strength low alloy 
steel plate (2010) 

Flat-rolled steel industry sector - Certain flat hot-rolled carbon and alloy steel sheet and 

strip {2010) 

60 Relevant material is at paragraphs 94 to 144 of the complaint filed by ArcelorMittal LCNA, Gerdau 
Longsteel North America and Alta Steel Inc. of 14 April 2014. 'The Dumping and Subsidization of Rebar 
Originating in or Exported from the People's Republic of China, the Republic of Korea and the Republic of 
Turkey.' 

61 Statement of Reasons, December 23, 2014, 4214-42 AD/1403, 4218-39 CV/138. 
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Welded pipe sector - Certain carbon steel welded pipe (2008 & 2011} 

Oil country tubular goods sector - Certain oil country tubular goods (2010} Oil country tubular 
goods sector - Certain seamless carbon or alloy steel oil and gas well casing (2008} 

{125) These numerous opinions indicate that the GOC exerts control over the Chinese steel 
industry, which encompasses the long products steel sector, including the concrete 
reinforcing bar industry.' 

[126) The wide range and material nature of the GOC measures have resulted in significant 
influence on the Chinese steel industry including the long products steel sector, which 
includes concrete reinforcing bar. Based on the preceding, the President is of the opinion 
that: domestic prices are substantially determined by the GOC; and there is sufficient reason 
to believe that the domestic prices are not substantially the same as they would be in a 
competitive market. 62 

112. As further positive evidence of the Chinese steel industry being structured such that it does not 
exhibit prices in the ordinary course of trade or competitive market conditions, NZS notes that World Steel 
Dynamics recently observed that pricing on hot-rolled steel band (NZs refers to this product as "HRC") was 
being traded at '... more than $50 below the marginal cast of the median producer'. 63 That mention is 
relevant to this case because HRC is the semi-finished steel product feed used to manufacture HSS, in the 
same manner as billet is the semi-finished steel product feed which is used to manufacture reinforcing bar 
and coil. 

113. Reuters recently offered analysis which concurs the industry structure and economic supporting the 
matter observed by WSD. Reuters said: 

"Subsidies accounted for four-fifths of the profits reported by Chinese steel companies in the 
first half of this year, a dramatic increase in reliance on state support that illustrates starkly 
the industrial weakness that is an increasing drag on the economy. 

The headwinds faced by China's massive steel sector- falling profit margins and growing 
dependence on handouts - are shared by other key industrial and infrastructure-related 
sectors, including aluminium, cement and coal. 

A Reuters analysis offirst-half financial statements from 77 listed Chinese steel, aluminium 
and cement companies revealed a sharp deterioration in profitability. 

For the first half of2013, subsidies accounted for 22 percent of total profits posted by China's 
listed steel mills, and reached 4 7 percent in the full year. In the first six months of2014, the 
figure jumped to 80 percent, and, even then, the sector's profit margin halved to just 0.3 
percent. 64 

62 http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/sima-lmsi/i-e/ad1403/ ad1403-i14-fd-eng.pdf at paragraphs 124 to 126. 

63 World Steel Dynamics, Inside Track #141 July 29 2015. 

64 At http://www.d a ilymaiI.co. u k/wires/reuters/art icle-2761497 /Steel-i nd ust ry-su bsidy-1ife-su p port-Chin a
eco nomy-slows. html#ixzz3jh UmKqDp 
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114. Baosteel president of economics and research, Mr Dongying Wu, commented to the Worldsteel-49 
conference in Chicago on 12 October 2015 that the 100 Chinese steel companies surveyed by Baosteel had 
incurred a collective loss of Yuan 20 billion (US$3.1 billion) over January-August 2015. This is consistent with 
Chinese steel pricing not being in the ordinary course of trade65

• 

115. The Ministry counterpart in Canada - the Canada Border Services Agency ("CBSA") - also offers very 
recent insight regarding Chinese domestic steel prices does not being in the ordinary course of trade or 
under competitive market conditions. The CBSA commented extensively in regard to the Chinese 
Government influence on steel prices in China on 5 October 2016. The CBSA said: 

Summary ofGovernment Influence on Domestic Prices 

{116} Based on the information on the record, the scope of the GOC's macro-economic policies 
and measures indicates that the GOC is influencing the Chinese steel industry, which encompasses 
the steel pipe sector including large line pipe. The use ofsuch policies and measures con 
dramatically change the demand andsupply balance in the domestic market and could influence 

the domestic prices ofsteel products such as steel pipe and large line pipe. 

[117} In addition to the GOC's actions to eliminate obsolete steel production and reduce energy
emissions, the GOC has clearly identified its plans for mergers and acquisitions. The GOC callsfor 
provincial, autonomous regional and municipal governments to focus on formulating and 
reporting 2010 2011 iron andsteel enterprise merger and restructuring plans to be organized, 
upon approval by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology. The GOC directs that the 
implementation/improvement ofpoliciesfor promoting mergers and restructuring be improved. 
These are compelling facts that the GOC is firmly in charge of the reform of the Chinese steel 
industry which encompasses the steel pipe sector including large line pipe. 

[118} The cumulative impact of the GOC's numerous macro-economic policies and measures, 
including the National Steel Policy, the Steel Revitalization/Rescue Plan, the 12th Five-Year 
Development Plans for the Steel Industry and the 12th Five-Year Plan for the Steel Pipe Industry, 
its ownership ofa significant portion of the steel industry and export controls on steel products 
and steel inputs have resulted in on environment where enterprises have conflicting objectives. 
The GOC objectives are likely to conflict with the commercial objectives ofsteel pipe producers, 
affecting products produced, production volumes and ultimately prices. 

{119} The cumulative impact of these GOC measures and control indicate that prices ofJorge line 

pipe in Chino are being indirectly determined by the GOC.66 

65 At From: *Platts Info [mailto:info.metals@platts.com] Sent: 13 October 2015 13:02 Subject: SBB Daily 

Briefing - 13 Oct 2015. 

66 Dumping: AD1408 / 4214-47 Subsidy: CVD143 / 4218-44 Large diameter carbon and alloy steel line pipe 
Statement of Reasons Ottawa, October 5, 2016 Dumping and Subsidy Final Determinations concerning Large 

Line Pipe from China and Japan. 

The Ministry may examine the material on whether the Chinese steel industry being structured such that it 
does not exhibit prices in the ordinary course of trade or competitive market conditions commencing 

between pages 12 and 22. 
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116. Lastly, NZS refers to a recent world steel review which supports the view that significant Chinese 
government intervention continues to take place in the Chinese steel industry. NZS submits that marketplace 
intervention is consistent with the view that market forces (and therefore prices) will not in China be in the 
ordinary course of trade. The Wiley Rein publication of title "Government Intervention and Overcapacity in 
the Global Steel Industry" dated April 2016 is a useful review 67• 

117. NZS notes that the conclusions in that report follow examination of Chinese-origin material. For 
example and without limitation, Chinese documents such as "Several Opinions of the State Council 
Regarding Hastening the Development of the Circular Economy" (lll~~~'f1Ja~~Jifl~~5,H~.r~=nrn!.), Guo Fa 
[2005) No. 22 (July 2, 2005), various annual reports of Chinese-owned steel companies such as Baosteel and 
Maanshan Iron and Steel, and the "Opinion of the State Council Regarding Resolving Overcapacity in the 
Steel Industry and Realizing Development that Relieves Hardship" (@~~9l:'f~~rr.lll!.ih~!'1:ftlJPijg~Jlllfllt~~lia9~ 
m), Guo Fa [2016) No. 6 (Feb 1, 2016). 

China Constructed Normal Value for HSS 
118. In light of the matters discussed above which is reasonable evidence that the Chinese steel industry 
is structured such that it does not exhibit prices in the ordinary course of trade or competitive market 
conditions, NZS has used the constructed method of establishing Chinese normal values for HSS - as 
provided for at sections 5(2)(a) <reliable local sales data not being available>, 5(2)(b) <even if it were 
available that data would not be reliable> and 6 of the Act. Set out below is detail of that construction. This 
has been developed using NZS and other cost information making due allowance for differences in costs 
between New Zealand and Chinese manufacture of HSS. 

Q3- Q4- Ql- Q2- Q3- Q4- Ql- Q2
China Cost Element (USO per 2015 2015 2016 2016 2016 2016 2017 2017 
tonne) (in calendar quarters) (Qlin (Q2of (Q3of (Q4of (Qlof (Q2 of (Q3 of (Q4of 

F16) F16) F16) F17) F17) F17) F17)1------------1-F16) 
HRC av. Korea, Taiwan dom. 
HRC costs to mill 
Grade premium 
HRC handling 
HRC inventory 
HRC subtotal 

HRC ost yield 
Less scrap credit 
Conversion 
SGA 26 25 24 28 29 29 33 31 
Distribution 
Subtotal 777 751 739 844 864 876 992 940 
Profit 23 22 22 25 26 26 29 28 
Constructed Normal Value 800 773 760 869 890 902 1,022 968 

[The redacted information in this table comprises various trading/cost values and is commercially sensitive 
because it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage.] 

67 http://www.wileyrein.com/media/publication/204 Unsusta inable-Government-lntervention-and
Overca pacity-in-the-Global-Steel-lndustry-April-2016. pdf See section on China commencing at [13]. 
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119. Detail of the China constructed normal value cost items in the above table is as follows: 

a} � The cost of Hot rolled coil feed material from which HSS is manufactured is based on 
information from . It is a monthly average of the Korean and Taiwan 

domestic prices in US$ per tonne at the relevant exchange rate, into quarters.68 This source 

of input to the constructed normal value is consistent with the approach accepted by the 

Australian Government Anti-Dumping Commission. [The redacted information in this 
paragraph is an entity name and is commercially sensitive.] 

b) � HRC costs to mill is an estimate based on internal NZS information. 

c) � Grade premium is assumed nil. 

d) � HRC handling is a nominal amount based on costs to track and sort incoming HRC coil feed. 

This matter arises due to the finished HSS goods mechanical properties being related to the 

properties of the HRC from which it is made. 

e) � HRC inventory is an estimated nominal amount to hold necessary coil feed. 

f) � Yield is the NZS F16 average on prime HRC from its production records. 

g) � Scrap credit is the NZS F16 average on prime HRC from its production records. 

h) � Conversion is the sum amount based on analysis of thirteen row items in the NZS F16 cost 

report covering electricity, gas, coating, labour (four categories thereof), services, 

consumables, indirect plant-related recharges (utilities, technical, procurement etc), other 

fixed costs and depreciation. Each item has been individually examined to assess (with 

evidence where that is available such as at https://www.ovoenergy.com/guides/energy

guides/average-electricity-prices-kwh.html etc) an estimated difference between in-NZ 
manufacture of HSS and in-China manufacture of HSS. Converted to US$ at the relevant 

exchange rate. 

i) � SGA based on average Angang, Baoshan and Maanshan 2010 to 2016 accounts as a % of 

cos. 

j) � NZS submits that the justifiable allowance for profit is a 17% EBITDA margin. That is the level 

indicated by global management consulting firm McKinsey & Company to be required for 

Jong-term steel mill sustainability 69• The calculations above however, use a materially lower 

68 Sheet "HRC2" in file "Hollows 2016 Excel F16 5.7.17". 

69 "Laying the foundations for a financially sound industry" Steel Committee meeting Paris, December 5th, 

2013 at p 5 and p 7. 
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level being the average 2.953% operating profit of the Chinese steel makers Angang, 
Baosteel and Maanshan in the years FlO to 2016.70 

Malaysia Constructed Normal Value for HSS 
120. NZS has used the constructed normal value method of determining the normal value of the goods in 
Malaysia. It has done so first in reliance on section 5(2}(a) of the Act because NZS has not been able to 
obtain relevant local Malaysian prices. Domestic selling price information is considered commercially 
sensitive by manufacturers and as a result is not available to other parties due to potential breach of 
supplier-customer commercial arrangements. NZS has nonetheless examined steel industry newsletters and 
web publications (including SBB, MEPS, Steel Orbis, Kallanish Steel, etc), in an attempt to obtain domestic 
selling prices for HSS in Malaysia. Domestic Malaysian selling prices for HSS at a relevant level of trade do not 
appear to be published. 

121. The constructed normal value NZS has also used in reliance on section 5(2}(b) of the Act - even if 
local market pricing could be found, it would be unreliable. This arises due to concerns about apparent wide 
variation of Malaysian HSS export prices. Some FOB Malaysian export prices have been located which show 
very large ranges which appear likely to reflect wide range in domestic Malaysian pricing. For example HSS 
goods being offered to a spread 30% above the lower figure. 

122. Set out below is detail of the Malaysian construction. This has been developed using NZS and other 
cost information making due allowance for differences in costs between New Zealand and Malaysian 
manufacture of HSS. 

Malaysia Cost Element (USO Q3-2015 Q4-2015 Ql-2016 Q2-2016 Q3-2016 Q4-2016 
per tonne) (in calendar (Ql in (Q2 of (Q3 of (Q4 of (Ql of (Q2 of 

l-'qu_a_rt_e_rs~)_______+--_F16)_ _ _ F16),__ _ F16)-+-__F16)-+-__F17)rl-__F17) 
HRCfeed 
HRC costs to mill 
Grade premium 
HRC handling 
HRC inventory 
HRC subtotal 
HRC post ield 
Less scrap credit 
Conversion 
SGA 53 51 51 53 57 57 
Distribution 
Subtotal 815 777 783 807 869 871 

70 Maanshan's reports (NZS has used page 81 of 2010, page 97 of 2012, page 86 of 2014 and page 97 of 
2016) can be found at http://www.magang.com.hk/eng/report.asp 

Angang's reports can be found at http://angang.wspr.eom.hk/ Angang pages used are: page 87 of 2010, page 
96 of 2012, page 111 of 2014 and page 157 of 2016. 

Baosteel reports are at http://www.baosteel.com/group_en/contents/2942/40191.html Baoshan 
documents beyond Q12015 are not posted. NZS has used page 62 of Baoshan's 2010 report, page 50 of 
2012, page 55 of 2014 and page 14 of the Ql 2015 report. 
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Malaysia Cost Element (USO Q3-2015 Q4-2015 Ql-2016 Q2-2016 Q3-2016 Q4-2016 

per tonne) (in calendar (Qlin {Q2of (Q3 of (Q4of (Qlof (Q2of 

F16) F16) F16} F16) F17) Fl7)quarters) 
49 47 47 49 52 53Profit 

Constructed Normal Value 865 824 831 855 922 924 

[The redacted information in this table comprises various trading/cost values and is commercially sensitive 
because it would provide o competitor with a competitive advantage.] 

123. Detail of the Malaysia constructed normal value cost items in the above table is as follows: 

a) The cost of Hot Rolled Coil feed material from which HSS is manufactured is based on 

Malaysia costs.71 

b) � HRC costs to mill is an estimate based on internal NZS information. 

c) � Grade premium is assumed nil. 

d) � HRC handling is a nominal amount based on costs to track and sort incoming HRC coil feed. 
This matter arises due to the finished HSS goods mechanical properties being related to the 

properties of the HRC from which it is made. 

e) � HRC inventory is an estimated nominal amount to hold necessary coil feed. 

f) � Yield is the NZS F16 average on prime HRC from its production records. 

g) � Scrap credit is the NZS F16 average on prime HRC from its production records. 

h) � Conversion is the sum amount based on analysis of thirteen row items in the NZS F16 cost 
report covering electricity, gas, coating, labour (four categories thereof), services, 
consumables, indirect plant-related recharges (utilities, technical, procurement etc), other 
fixed costs and depreciation. Each item has been individually examined to assess (with 
evidence where that is available such as at https://www.ovoenergy.com/guides/energy
guides/average-electricity-prices-kwh.html etc) an estimated difference between in-NZ 
manufacture of HSS and in-Malaysia manufacture of HSS. Converted to US$ at the relevant 

exchange rate. 

i) � SGA based on average Masteel and Southern Steel 2016 accounts as a % of COS. 

j) � NZS submits that the justifiable allowance for profit is a 17% EBITDA margin. That is the level 
indicated by global management consulting firm McKinsey & Company to be required for 

71 This is a cost from [The redacted information in this 
paragraph is an entity name and is commercially sensitive,) 
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long-term steel mill sustainability. 72 The calculations above however, use a materially lower 
level being the average profit of Masteel and Southern Steel in 2016.73 

China HSS Dumping Margins into New Zealand 
124. The margin of dumping is the extent to which the export price of goods imported into New Zealand 
or which may be imported into New Zealand is less than the normal value of the goods as determined in 
accordance with the provisions of the Act. These calculations for the Chinese HSS are shown below. 

Q3- Q4- Q1- Q2- Q3- Q4- Q1- Q2
2015 2015 2016 2016 2016 2016 2017 2017Metric 

(Qlin (Q2of (Q3of (Q4of (Qlof (Q2of {Q3 of (Q4of 
F16) F16) F16) F16} F17) F17) F17) F17} 

Constructed Normal Value 800 773 760 869 890 902 1,022 968 

Export Price 649 662 599 612 680 674 701 702 

Dumping (US$/t) 151 111 161 258 210 228 320 266 

Dumping% of Export Price 23.3% 16.8% 26.8% 42.1% 30.9% 33.8% 45.7% 37.9% 

125. The F16/F17 Chinese average dumping margin on HSS goods to New Zealand is 32%.74 

Malaysia HSS Dumping Margins into New Zealand 
126. The Malaysian dumping margin calculations are shown below. The F16 Malaysian average dumping 
margin on HSS goods to New Zealand is 36%.75 

Q3-2015 Q4-2015 Ql-2016 Q2-2016 Q3-2016 Q.4-2016 
Metric (Qlin (Q2of (Q3 of {Q4of (Ql of (Q2of 

F16) F16) F16) F16) F17) F17) 

Constructed Normal Value 865 824 831 855 922 924 

Export Price 738 707 566 590 646 614 

Dumping (US$/t) 126 116 265 265 276 310 

Dumping% of Export Price 17.1% 16.4% 46.7% 45.0% 42.7% 50.4% 

72 "Laying the foundations for a financially sound industry" Steel Committee meeting Paris, December 5th, 
2013 at p 5 and p 7. 

73 Cell N139 in sheet "SGA" in file "Hollows Excel F16 and F17 3.10.17". 

74 Sheet "CN Dumping" in file "Hollows Excel F16 and F17 3.10.17". 

75 Sheet "ML Dumping" in file "Hollows Excel F16 and F17 3.10.17". 
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Further Comment: China HSS Exports Growth Path and World Overcapacity 
127. NZS wishes to draw the Ministry's attention to the general backdrop of world HSS production 
growth, overcapacity, and China's place therein. Set out below is a graph of some primary data.76 This shows 
that world small tubes capacity utilisation has recently been between 50% and 60%. That has been relatively 
stable with the function y = 0.0241x +0.4833 R2 =0.8848.77 These are low levels, which is consistent with a 
drive of the main sources to seek alternative home for marginally-costed and priced (i.e. dumped) exports. 
The information below suggests that the impetus for dumped HSS exports is deep-seated in world steel. 
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128. One then turns to China's place in the above picture. China has grown significantly from holding a 
3% share of world HSS exports by volume in 2001, to 19% in 2015. That growth is represented by function y 
= 0.0077x + 0.0606 78• It is salient to note that in that period China's HSS export volume grew 18 times 79

, 

whereas the next largest HSS exporter, Italy, grew just 5 times, and total world export growth of this steel 

product category was just 3 times. 

129. Neither China nor Italy are domestic supply self-sufficient in the basic steel-making materials iron ore 
and coal. This suggests that government control in China (via the evidenced steel industry plans and steel 
industry subsidies - neither of which are present in the Italy) is a significant reason for China's export HSS 

growth. 

76 Source: Austube Mills Pty Limited application to Australian Anti-Dumping Commission dated S October 
2016. At http:llwww.adcommission.gov.au/cases/Pages/ CurrentCases/ EPR-379.aspx p. 24. 

77 Sheet "Overcapacity" in file "Hollows 2016 Excel F16 _,. [This information is a date and this 

information is commercially sensitive] 

78 Sheet "China Exports" in file "Hollows 2016 Excel F16 -·. [This information is a date and this 

information is commercially sensitive] 

79 This uses a product group in TradeMap of 730630, 730650, 730661 and 730669. World grew from 4.65 
million tonnes in 2001 to 13.4 million tonnes in 2015. China was 0.14 million tonnes in 2001 but had grown 
to 2.5 million tonnes in 2015. Italy was 0.48 million tonnes in 2001 and grew to 2.2 million tonnes in 2015. 
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EVIDENCE OF MATERIAL INJURY 

Price Undercutting Estimates 
130. Section 8(2)(b} of the Act provides that the Chief Executive shall have regard to the extent to which 
the prices of the goods represent significant price undercutting in relation to prices in New Zealand (at the 
relevant level of trade} for like goods of New Zealand producers. 

131. It is submitted that previous steel-related investigations in New Zealand are relevant here. For 
instance, the issue of the level of trade at which imported reinforcing bar competes with reinforcing bar 
produced by the New Zealand industry has been the subject of extensive debate in the previous such 
investigations. The Ministry normally considers the first point of competition (before the goods are 
distributed in the New Zealand market) to be the point at which the first potential buyer in the New Zealand 
market is faced with the economic choice of purchasing either the imported goods or the goods produced by 
the New Zealand industry, in other words, at the point where there are two or more businesses striving for 
the same market. The same fundamental analysis should apply to HSS goods. Much of the industrial buyer 
behaviour is submitted to be the same. An importer of steel goods (either steel reinforcing bar or steel HSS) 
is faced with an economic choice of buying from the New Zealand industry or from an overseas source. 

132. To measure the extent of price undercutting NZS used the quarterly New Zealand-side import value 
of the goods recorded by Statistics New Zealand. That data is in the export price section above. It allows 
comparison of estimated importers' prices with the NZS average selling price per tonne in F16 and F17. The 
China analysis is shown in the table below. The New Zealand-side destinations cost information in the table 
below is sourced from a third-party industry specialist. 

Q3- Q4- Ql- Q2- Q3- Q4- Ql- Q2
2015 2015 2016 2016 2016 2016 2017 2017China HSS Undercutting 

(Qt in (QZof (Q3of (Q4of {Qlof (Q2of (Q3of (Q4of 
F16) F16) F16) F16) F17) F17) Fl7) F17) 

Import Price (cif average) 1,146 1,181 1,086 1,070 1,122 1,108 1,165 1,171 

NZ-side destination costs (NZ$/t) 80 

Chinese goods at ex-wharf (NZ$/t) 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 
NZS price ex-works (NZ$/t) 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 
Undercutting amount (NZ$/t) 

• • • • • • • •
I 

Undercutting percent (of NZS price) 

133. The above table shows that the NZS selling price has been materially undercut at the primary 
distributor and processor level of trade in F16 and Fl7 by an estimated average NZ$llltt by the Chinese HSS 
goods in the New Zealand market. That material level of undercutting margin, its existence, from Chinese 
goods is consistent with New Zealand industry/market information. [The redacted information in this 
paragraph and in the table above is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a 

80 The source of this information is . [The redacted information in this 
paragraph is an entity name and is commercially sensitive.] 
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competitive advantage. The NZS price is confidential and the release of the FOB export price (in conjunction 
with the New Zealand destination cost which has been provided to NZS on a confidential basis} and the price 
undercutting margins would enable the NZS price to be back-calculated.] 

134. NZS notes however, two particular matters in regard to the above Ql and Q2 2017 cells: First, the Ql 

and Q2 2017 NZS ex-works price is abnormally lower due to the November 2016 l<aikoura earthquake. That 
natural disaster affected freight costs to South Island destinations which rose over the 2016 level. 

the NZS ex-works average price in those two quarters. This 
Second, as discussed at paragraphs 80 

and 81, the China Ql and Q2 2017 cif prices are unusually high, and believed incorrect. Both these matters 
contribute to lower undercutting margins in 2017 than are believed normal or correct. [The redacted 
information in this paragraph is logistics-related and is commercially sensitive because it would provide a 
competitor with a competitive advantage.] 

135. The Malaysia analysis is shown in the table below. 

Q3-2015 Q4-Z015 Ql-2016 QZ-2016 Q3-2016 Q4-2016 

Malaysia HSS Undercutting (Q1in (QZof (Q3of {Q4of (Qlof (Q2of 
F16) F16) F16) Fl6) F17) F17) 

Import Price (cif average) 1,207 1,180 926 987 998 945 

NZ-side destination costs (NZ$/t) 81 I I I I I I 
Chinese goods at ex-wharf (NZ$/t) 1111 • • 11111111 •
New Zealand Steel Price ex-works (NZ$/t) 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 
Undercutting amount (NZ$/t) I 
Undercutting percent (of NZS price) 

136. The above table shows that the NZS selling price has been materially undercut at the primary 
distributor and processor level of trade in F16 and F17 to Q2 by an estimated average NZ$1111111/t by the 
Malaysian HSS goods in the New Zealand market. That level of undercutting margin from Malaysian goods is 
materially injurious and its existence is consistent with New Zealand industry/market information. 

[The redacted information in this paragraph and in the table above is commercially sensitive because it would 
provide a competitor with a competitive advantage. The NZS price is confidential and the release of the FOB 
export price (in conjunction with the New Zealand destination cost which has been provided to NZS on a 
confidential basis) and the price undercutting margins would enable the NZS price to be back-calculated.] 

Material Injury Analysis: Co~incidence or Counterfactual 
137. This section discusses the method by which the injury to NZS can most appropriately be examined. 
NZS submits that under either the co-incidence or counterfactual approach, the likelihood of material injury 

is satisfied. 

81 The source of this information is [The redacted information in this 
paragraph is an entity name and is commercially sensitive.} 
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138. NZS will say and evidence in this section that co-incidence analysis has some specific, evidenced 
weaknesses. With the identified support which is provided below, NZS will also say that counterfactual, but 
for, analysis can be preferred as most suitable in the circumstances of the New Zealand HSS market, and that 
has been the approach previously used by the Ministry when examining critical matters which bear upon the 
condition of the industry.82 

139. 	 Firstly, NZS observes the following difficulties with coincidence analysis: 

a) 	 Coincidence analysis tends to be distant from the price-discussion point of injury. That 
distance from the point within steel industrial economics where deep undercutting takes 
effect is undesirable, and difficult to justify. 

b) 	 Coincidence analysis has no exhibited strength in taking account of, that is, taking into 
consideration, behaviour in industrial markets, or industrial marketing. 

c) 	 Coincidence analysis has limited rigour and is known to be generally inconclusive and poorly 
able to determine whether imported goods have caused material injury. The reference 
below is representative of that known lack of rigour in coincidence analysis: 

"Other critics have noted a lack ofanalytical rigorousness in the bifurcated approach 
<the trend-form sometimes known as coincidence -bracket added>. It hos been 
suggested that a stronger examination ofcausation may lead to discovery ofother 
factors affecting an industry, and that the emphasis on comparing import volumes and 
domestic industry health is inconclusive." 83 

d) 	 Lastly, co-incidence analysis has a known technical weakness. While a causal link needs to be 
established, coincidence is a correlation test where a negative correlation is sought between 
undercutting price leadership by unfairly traded goods, and declining financial conditions of 
the industry. Negative (or any) correlation between those two matters does not, however, 
necessarily provide a cause-effect link. The Ministry may examine that matter in the 
reference provided below. 84 

e} 	 The identified correlation - causation technical weakness view is supported by the following 
Panel commentary: 

'7he Pone/ acknowledges that an overall correlation between dumped imports and injury to the domestic 
industry may support a finding ofcausation. However, such a coincidence analysis is not dispositive ofthe 
causation question; causation and correlation ore two distinct concepts. <emphasis added> In the 
circumstances ofthis case, even accepting Chino's position that the domestic industry experienced injury as 
the dumped imports entered the market at forge volumes and low (albeit increasing) prices, in the Panel's 
view, the causation question is not resolved bysuch a general finding ofcoincidence." 85 

82 For example in Reinforcing Steel Bar and Coil from Malaysia and Thailand. May 2004 at [92]-[140). 

83 Narayanan, P. Injury Investigations in "Material Retardation" Antidumping Cases. Northwestern Journal of 
International Law & Business Volume 25 Issue 1 Fall 2004 p. 53. 

84 Trade Remedies in North America. Gregory Wells Bowman. Kluwer Law International, 2010 p. 491. 

85 WTO Panel in China - X-Ray Equipment (WT /DS425/R), para. 7 .247 
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140. Secondly, NZS observes the very recent work of the Australian Government Anti-Dumping 
Commission which supports the price-based material injury event and economic consequence, and use of a 
counterfactual 'if not for the presence' approach. The latter is observed in the Australian Ministerial 
Direction on Material Injury (Australian Minister for Home Affairs, 27 April 2012), which states: 

HI note that anti-dumping or countervailing action is possible In cases where on industry has been expanding its market 
rapidly, and dumping orsubsidisation hos merely slowed the rate of the industry's growth, without causing it to contract. In 
cases where it is asserted that an Australian industry would have been more prosperous ifnot for the presence ofdumped 
or subsidised imports, I direct that you be mindful that a decline in the industry's rate ofgrowth may be just as relevant as 
the movement ofon industry from growth to decline. I direct that it is possible to find material injury where an industry 
suffers o loss ofmarket share in a growing market without a decline in profits. As in all cases, a loss of market shore cannot 
alone be decisive. Idirect that o loss ofmarket shore should be considered with a range ofrelevant injury indicators before 

material injury may be established." [at pp. 3-4} 86 

141. The Australian guidance for use of counterfactual is confirmed in the very recent China reinforcing 
bar dumping and subsidizing case. The Australian Commission material is considered evidence relevant to 
this case as it addresses the same goods country of origin and it, too, considers a steel product sold through 
similar route to market. The Australian Commission's view and approach is encapsulated by the following 

excerpts from the Final Report. The Australian Commission said: 

"In testing these allegations and considering whether the injury observed is material and has been caused by exports of 
rebar from China, the Commission has adopted a 'but for' analytical approach. Under a 'but for' analytical method it may 
be possible to compare the current state of the industry, to the state the industry would likely have been in, hod the 

exported goods not been subsidised.,, 87 

142. NZS concurs with the above Australian Commission's approach to assessing price effects and 
economic consequence under 'but for' analysis. NZS considers that the Australian Commission's approach is 

appropriate to apply to this case when assessing material injury to NZS. 

143. NZS also turns to a particular attribute of counterfactual analysis. Its major strength is that takes full 
account of critical marketplace matters which bear upon the condition of the industry. It would ask: 

Given how pricing takes place in this market, would the NZS economic performance have been 
different if the unfairly traded goods not been undercutting the NZS selling price, but instead been 

fairly priced? 

144. NZS considers that this is the most significant question to be addressed in the HSS material injury 
analysis. Co-incidence analysis does not engage with that question. Put another way, by asking this question, 
counterfactual analysis is well-suited to take into account behaviour in industrial markets, and industrial 
marketing, and the manner in which customer-driven price leverage is applied to HSS goods in this market 

145. Counterfactual analysis has particular bearing and necessity in this case due to it price suppression 
being a key aspect to the injurious effects of the unfairly traded goods (priced in an IPP manner) against 
which New Zealand customers require NZS price its goods. The requirement in this circumstance for "but 

86 http://www.adcommission.gov .au/adsystem/referencematerial/Documents/ ACDN2012-24.pdf 

87 FINAL REPORT NUMBER 322 ALLEGED SUBSIDISATION OF STEEL REINFORCING BAR EXPORTED FROM THE 

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA. 19 SEPTEMBER 2016 p. 52. 
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for" is evident in Section 8(2)(c) of the Act and Article 3.2 of the WTO Antidumping Agreement. Both 
illuminate the need for counterfactual analysis of price suppression by their simple construction. The former 
uses the language "that otherwise would have been likely to have occurred". The latter is " ... or prevent price 
increases, which otherwise would have occurred". The 1997 Minister of Commerce, Secretary of Commerce 
and Ministry of Commerce agreement principle regarding "but for" is also consistent with the WTO 
Antidumping Agreement and New Zealand Act. 

146. Without being exhaustive, further acknowledgement of price suppression analysis needing to rest or 
be based on counterfactual, not deference to trend, follows: 

147. First, WTO's Czako et al write: 

"Price suppression is generally more difficult to discern form reported information, as it rests on a 
counterfactual conclusion (emphasis added) that, because of the dumped imports, prices of the 
domestic product have not increased as they would have in the absence ofdumped imports. 11 88 

148. Second, the ACBPS say: 

"In either case the price suppression analysis is based on a counterfactual conclusion (emphasis 

added), i.e. assessing what trend in, or level ofprices the Australian industry is likely to have 
achieved in the absence ofdumping. 11 89 

149. The sum of all the above evidences that the Ministry HSS price suppression injury (including 
economic effect) analysis will need to be based on counterfactual. 

Material Injury - Data 
150. NZS submits in this application that it has been materially injured in F16 and F17 from price 
undercutting (which has caused price depression and suppression) from the presence in New Zealand of the 
unfairly traded goods from China and Malaysia. NZS also believes that it has been materially undercut by 
unfairly traded goods in earlier years. As there is no precise definition of material injury, there can be no 
precise date at which injury can be considered commenced. NZS nonetheless submits by way ofgeneral 
observation that the period Fll-F12 may be reflective of a period pre-injury. This does not entail nor exclude 
the existence of dumping/subsidisation in Fll-F12. NZS does not concede that there was no pre-F16 
dumping/subsidisation and material injury therefrom. 

151. In NZS's view the New Zealand dumping-related comment by Austube Mills Pty Limited in its HSS 
application of November 2016 is unrelated-party comment supporting this contention. It is thus contextual 
evidence on the matter of when dumping/subsidisation and injury may have been taking place. Austube 
considers that dumped goods have been present in the New Zealand HSS market since at least 2012. 
Austube said: 

"Prior to the imposition ofmeasures <in Australia - bracket added> in 2012 the export price to New Zealand and Australia was 

comparable. Given Australia and New Zealond shore a common structural stondardfor HSS (AS/NZS1163) ond have similar size 
and coating preferences it is understandable that the exportprice should be comparoble. Following the Australion imposition of 
measures in July 2012, the export price to Australia and NewZealand quickly diverged, with the absence ofmeosures in New 

88 World Trade Organisation A Handbook on Anti-Dumping Investigations. Czako J, Human J and Miranda J. 
2003 at [289]. 

89 Ibid. at [17). 
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Zealand resulting In the continued reduction ofprices at a dumped level into New Zealand. It stands to reason that ifmeasures 
90 

were allowed to expire the prices would again converge resulting in a return to dumped prices for HSS Into Australia." 

152. Set out below is NZS HSS financial data and volume for years ending 30 June. This table is titled and 
referred to as the Injury Spreadsheet. F17 means the period ending 30 June 2017. This provides summary 
information on the difference between NZS HSS recent financial and performance in prior years. 

91 
The 

information is prepared on a consistent basis period to period. 

Injury Spreadsheet Fll F12 F13 F14 F1S f16 F17 

Sales volume (t) • - - - • • -105%Sales revenue ($,OOO) 100 101% 97% 100% 86% � 75% 

79% 105%Cost of production ($,OOO) 100 103% 101% 100% 100% 

-119% 128% 105%Gross profit ($,OOO) 100 87% 66% 95% �

SGA expenses ($,OOO) � • - - - • • •
EBIT ($,OOO) • • • • 1111 
Selling price ($/t) • • • • • • 101% 99% 97% 111% 95% 100%Cost of production ($/t) 100 

85% 65% 92% -132% 153% 99%Gross profit ($/t) 100 �

SGA expenses ($/t) � • • - - - • • 
EBIT Margin ($/t) • • • • 11111 - • 
Variable costs ($,OOO) 100 104% 93% 92% 94% � 80% 104% 

Variable Margin ($/t) 100 98% 98% 102% 90% � 86% 101% 

Fixed costs ($,OOO) 100 102% 106% 107% 105% � 79% 102% 

Fixed costs ($/t) 100 99% 105% 104% 116% 95% 97% 

Cashflow ($,OOO) - 1111• • • � -100% -100%Capacity - Black Pipe (t) 100 100% 100% 100% 100% 

85% 105%Utilization - Black Pipe (t) 100 101% 101% 103% 90% 

Employment(# of HSS FTE's) 100 102% 93% 104% 102% � 90% 100% 

Fixed Assets ($OOO) 100 93% 110% � 95% 90% 91% 98% 

85% -388% 121% 103%EBIT % of Fixed Assets � 100 89% 48% 

90 Austube Mills Pty Limited November 2016 application to the Australian Government Anti-Dumping 

Commission p. 25. 

91 Sheet "Hollows Injury Information Spreadsheet Ron Gillespie 3.55 p.m. 25.7.17". 
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[For certain rows figures for the first year in the table hove been redacted because they are confidential and 
the subsequent years' figures in the table are year-to-year percentage changes from the previous year's 
figure. Where the figures along the entire row have been redacted it is because to index these figures would 
unnecessarily expose NZS to commercial risk.] 

153. Several elements of the above table stand out and evidence material injury to NZS on the HSS goods: 

154. The NZS unit profitability on HSS sales into its primary distributor/processor level of trade �
progressively declined to F16 and F17. �

155. The three most recent periods (FlS, F16 and F17) had the lowest per unit EBIT across the periods �
shown. �

156. NZS absolute profit (EBIT) has been declining in a near-linear manner as the unfair (WTO-defined) �
price of the Chinese goods has taken effect at the NZS-customer interface. �

157. The NZS quarterly unit selling price (y = �
-)and gross profit (y = �
steeper) downward path than variable costs (y = ). [The information in this �
paragraph is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage] �

158. The rate of decline in NZS unit selling price, EBIT and gross profit is consistent and of material scale. �

159. In the three years Fll to F12, the average EBIT for the domestic HSS part of the NZS business was �$.million. In the following years it declined markedly because of the presence in New Zealand of unfairly �
traded goods which have undercut the NZS HSS prices into the primary distributor/processor level of trade �
and effected price suppression and depression. EBIT was an average- million in F14-F17. The presence �
of the unfairly traded import goods, priced into the New Zealand market (i.e. undercutting the NZS prices as �
they are evidenced), has caused the NZS HSS EBIT to be lower than it otherwise would have been had the �
unfairly traded import goods not been present in the New Zealand market. [The information in this �
paragraph is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage) �

160. The unit circumstance evidences the material injury that has been suffered. While plant volume has �
declined of late, the HSS selling price and variable margin ("spread" 92) and EBIT margin have suffered �
substantial negative effects. �

161. In the three years Fll to F13 the average per unit EBIT for the domestic HSS part of the NZS was�
llllper tonne. In the subsequent years F14 to F17 the group average declined to 1111 per tonne. [This �
information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage] �

162. In the three years Fll to F13, the average selling price was SIii per tonne. In F16 and F17 it �
averaged SIii per tonne. NZS has responded to the price undercutting by reducing its HSS price to �
customers at the primary distributor/processor level of trade. This evidence of price depression is in the �

92 Spread is the$ margin between selling price and variable costs. It can be a strong measure of economic 
performance because it is step-removed from plant volume or fixed cost effects. 
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seventh row of the table above. [This information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a 
competitor with a competitive advantage] 

163. In the three years Fll to F13, the average gross profit was$. per tonne. In subsequent years F14
F17 it had declined to 1111 per tonne. [This Information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a 
competitor with a competitive advantage] 

164. NZS submits that these facts record an injury which is fundamental in nature and of material scale, 
and one which is linked to the unfairly traded import goods as those goods grew share of New Zealand 
market with y = but the NZS gross profit per unit behaved inversely with y = I 

. [This information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a 
competitor with a competitive advantage] 

165. As further positive evidence of the assertion in the above paragraphs, NZS points to the significant 
and stable inverse relationship since Fll between the growth in volume of t he unfairly traded imported 
goods, and the NZS EBIT. That relationship is represented by the negative correlation coefficient minus 
-.

93 [This information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a 
competitive advantage] 

Price Effects and Economic Impact 
166. Section 8(2)(d) of the Act provides that the Chief Executive shall have regard to the economic impact 
of the dumped or subsidized goods on the industry, including 

a) � Actual and potential decline in output, sales, market share, profits, productivity, return on 
investments, and utilisation of production capacity; and 

b) � Factors affecting domestic prices; and 

c) � The magnitude of the margin of dumping; and 

d) � Actual and potential effects on cash flow, inventories, employment, wages, growth, ability to 
raise capital, and investments. 

167. NZS considers that the unfairly traded goods have caused it to suffer price undercutting and price 
depression/ price suppression at the level of trade at which it sells - the distribution level. Other economic 
effects include loss of sales revenue and profits leading to significant adverse effects upon NZS's return on 
investments, cash flow, and {looking forward) growth and ability to raise capital and investments. 

168. As the distribution-level industry can purchase either from NZS or from an import supply source, 
import offer levels and movement in the price of import offers are used by customers to negotiate prices 
with NZS. As a result, and in order to remain competitive, NZS is obliged to respond to the selling price of 
imported products to which customers draw NZS attention. That is evidenced in this application as being a 
selling-price sensitive juncture, and any unfairly traded import goods prices directly cause HSS to suffer price 
injury at the distribution level, resulting in reduced profits relative to a circumstance absent those unfairly 

93 Cell R58 in file "NZ HSS Production and Market Share -· [This information is a date and this 
information is commercially sensitive] 
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traded goods. As far as injury and economic impact is concerned, this is the critical matter which bears upon 
the condition of the industry, which leads to matters which are assessed in terms ofsection 8(2) of the Act. 

169. At this juncture NZS notes that in a current rebar investigation the Ministry indicates that the"... 
<rebar - bracket added> application con be evaluated for evidence ofinjury to the industry caused by 
unrealised sales revenue and profit, in terms of the factors relating to economic impact of the dumped or 
subsidised goods as set out in section 8(2)(d) of the Act." In this regard NZS observes that the factors do not 
comprise only those specifically identified at 8(2) due to 8(2)(d)(i) being preceded by "including", which is 
consistent with Article 3.4 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement which goes further by recording "This list is not 
exhaustive, nor can one or several of these factors necessarily give decisive guidance". 

170. NZS further notes that Article 3.4 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement states that '7he examination of 
the impact of the dumped imports on the domestic industry shall include an evaluation ofall relevant 
economic factors and indices having a bearing on the state of the industry. 11 

Sales 
171. Movements in sales revenue can reflect changes in volume and the selling price of goods sold. 
Unfairly traded import goods imports can affect these factors through increased supply of goods to the 
distribution level of the market and through price competition. NZS submits that it has a strategy of 
retaining volume by competing on price (plus other assured quality and service elements). Injury effects are 
therefore reflected, induced, in sales revenue rather than sales volume. 

172. Selling price per tonne has been declining near-linearly since Fll. The function to F17 is y = 
. In no year has the NZS per unit HSS selling price been higher than the preceding year. 

The overall trend is downward. The F17 selling price is.% of the Fll selling price. NZS therefore submits 
that, albeit there has been some change in world steel pricing, this is evidence of price depression having 
economic impact in sales revenue. [This information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a 
competitor with a competitive advantage] 

173. In particular, the evidence of significant price undercutting by imports into the primary distributor 
and processor level of trade from China in F16 and F17, alongside the decrease in sales revenue experienced 
by NZS as a result of lower selling price per tonne, indicates that the sales revenue decline is materially 
contributed to by the imports from China. This is consistent with the strategy adopted by NZS to counter the 
unfairly traded import goods, that is, to maintain market share and volume rather than price. 

174. The economic impact at sales of the price suppression (where the NZS goods price has been affected 
by the unfairly trade goods) is described as follows: The NZS HSS selling price is shown undercut by the 
unfairly traded goods which are the significant presence in IPP discussions. The Ministry would, and has94 

logically looked in that circumstance to a NIP based counterfactually on the weighted average on the non
unfairly traded goods. Conclusion under that approach (with which NZS agrees) is identified by the 
Ministry.95 In this near-mirror case, by mathematics, such unsuppressed selling price across the NZS HSS 
sales volume reflects the economic impact in sales revenue of the price suppression. It is therefore 
accommodated as an economic impact via factors affecting price via section 8(2)(d)(ii) of the Act. 

94 For example in Reinforcing Steel Bar and Coil from Malaysia and Thailand. May 2004 at (92]-(140]. 

95 Jbid. at paragraph 619 at (114]. 
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Market Share 
175. The estimated market shares encompassing New Zealand manufacture of HSS goods and other 
supply over recent years are shown below.96 These are calculated by adding the estimated New Zealand HSS 
imports to NZS's estimated domestic sales volume of HSS goods to obtain the total New Zealand market size, 
then reflecting shares therein. NZS notes that the material injury claims in this application relate to 
downward pressure on NZS selling prices from the growing share held by Chinese and Malaysian HSS goods, 

not market share-related matters. 

20117 
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Profits 
176. NZS submits that it has suffered material injury against profit which can be traced to the presence in 
the New Zealand market from the unfairly traded import goods, in particular induced by price suppression. 
As per the sales revenue analysis above, by mathematics of an unrealised higher NZS selling price, ceteris 
paribus, this presents in the economic consequence as foregone EBIT.97 

177. Alternatively one may examine NZS material injury from the significantly lowered per unit 
profitability in F16 and F17 relative to earlier years. The quarterly EBIT function Fll to F17 is y = 

. The quarterly gross profit function F11 to F17 is y = 
functions demonstrate injury. [This information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a 

competitor with a competitive advantage I 

178. The deep injury can also be illustrated by the squeeze in material margin. The F17 material margin is 
significantly less than in earlier years. Had the Fll per unit material prevailed in Fl7, the NZS profitability 
would show a positive effect of$. million.98 Price suppression has induced that squeeze. 

179. The deep injury can also be illustrated by quantum of profit foregone in F17 relative to the F11 and 
F12 years. The NZS HSS EBIT is adverse in F17 relative to those earlier years by SIii million and SIii 

96 Sheet "Compiled" in file "NZ HSS Production and Market Share-,, [This information is a date and 
this information is commercially sensitive] 

97 Under the Ministry prior rebar steel industry approach referred to above, a counterfactual NIP is assessed 
against the weighted average import price of the non-unfairly traded goods. Given that the weighted 
average non-unfairly traded imports are at a higher level above the NZS price than the Chinese undercutting, 
then the EBIT profit economic effect estimate in (e.g. F17) is-tonnes times Sitt equals$.. [This 
information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage] 

98 $-=$.(beingSIIII per tonne minus$. per tonne) times - tonnes. [This information 
is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage] 
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million respectively.99 [This information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with 
a competitive advantage] 

180. The same is true for later years where the NZS HSS EBIT is adverse in F17 relative to F14 and FlS by 
$.million and $.million respectively.100 [This information is commercially sensitive because it would 
provide a competitor with a competitive advantage] 

181. The significant material injury from the significantly lowered per unit profitability relative to earlier 
years can similarly be illustrated by examining gross profit foregone, effected by the undercutting-driven HSS 
price suppression. F16 and F17 were not profitable, but adverse on gross profit relative to Fll by$. 
mill ion and $.million respectively.101 [This information is commercially sensitive because it would provide 
a competitor with a competitive advantage) 

182. The same adverse gross profit situation is true for later years where the F17 NZS HSS gross profit is 
adverse in F14 and FlS relative to F17 actual$ gross profit, by$..million and$. million 
respectively.102 [This information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a 
competitive advantage] 

183. The adverse situation in F16 and F17 of NZS HSS profitability can be summarised by grouping the 
EBIT and gross profit figures. FlS, F16 and F17 measured against the earlier years drives an adverse EBIT 
effect of an average $.m illion.103 The same measure on gross profit is an adverse effect of$. 

99 The calculation is - tonnes in F17 times the per unit differential of Fll and F12's EBIT per tonne, to 
F17's significantly lower, negative, per unit EBIT per tonne. Specifically,$. million= EBIT per tonne in F11 
minus F17's EBIT per tonne times - tonnes. sllllllll million= EBIT per tonne in F12 minus F17's EBIT per 
tonne times - tonnes. [This information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor 
with a competitive advantage] 

100 The calculation is -tonnes in F17 times the differential of F14 and FlS EBIT per tonne, to F17's EBIT 
per tonne. Specificallv.$1111 million= EBIT per tonne in F14 minus F17's EBIT per tonne times 
tonnes. And,$. million= EBIT per tonne in FlS minus F17's EBIT per tonne times - tonnes. [This 
information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage] 

101 The calculation is-tonnes in F17 times the differential of Fll and F12's gross profit per tonne, to 
F17's gross profit per tonne. Specifically, $.million= gross profit per tonne in F11 minus F17's gross profit 
per tonne ti~tonnes. $.million= gross profit per tonne in F12 minus F17's gross profit per 
tonne times ~nes. [This information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor 
with a competitive advantage] 

102 The calculation is-tonnes in F17 times the differential of F14 and F15 gross profit per tonne, to 
F16's gross profit per tonne. Specifically, SIiimillion= gross profit per tonne in F14 minus F17's gross 
profit per tonne times tonnes. And~ million= gross profit per tonne in FlS minus F17's gross 
profit per tonne times tonnes. [This information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a 
competitor with a competitive advantage] 

103 EBIT calculation is an average of and llllminus average of
1111 [This information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a competitive 
advantage] 
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million.104 [This information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a 

competitive advantage] 

Productivity 
184. NZS does not point to material injury related to productivity, nor consider it particularly relevant in 
this case. Such injury will be less than the effects of the unfairly traded Chinese goods on the NZS HSS selling 

price and profit. 

Return on Investments 
185. NZS submits that it has suffered an economic impact from the Chinese HSS in New Zealand as 
diminished return on investments, proportional to that evidenced by the EBIT as a% of Assets data in the 
Injury Spreadsheet table above. That data function is y = [This information is 
commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage] 

186. An alternative assessment of the Return on Investment economic effect can incorporate the 
undercutting suppressive effect $-described above in relation to EBIT. This estimates a. point 
adverse effect on ROI from the unfairly traded goods.105 [This information is commercially sensitive because 

it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage] 

Utilisation of Production Capacity 
187. NZS does not point to material injury related to production capacity, nor consider that factor 
particularly relevant in the circumstances of this case. Utilisation of production capacity injury will be less 
than the injurious effects of the unfairly traded Chinese goods on the NZS selling price and profitability 

measures. 

Factors Affecting Domestic Prices-Other Imports 
188. NZS considers that the primary factor affecting New Zealand domestic HSS selling prices is the price 
of the unfairly traded imported goods from China and Malaysia. Those goods undercut the NZS prices 
causing price depression and price suppression. 

189. China and Malaysia have collectively circa 75% share, the next largest share being Australia. The 
average Australia-sourced cif price is significantly higher than the unfairly traded import goods from China 
and Malaysia. Some other countries (Korea, Thailand and UAE) have 1% to 3% import share (depending on 
time period chosen, occasionally slightly higher than the latter) and have also been low priced. New Zealand 
market commentary/leverage upon NZS however, has been identified to China and Malaysia. 

Magnitude of the Margin of Unfair Trade 
190. The margin of dumping is estimated to be 32% to 36%. 

104 Gross Profit calculation is an average of and..minus average of_ 
and - [This information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a 

competitive advantage) 

105 F17 negative -/4 ROI =-$-divided by$-fixed assets. Same calculation net of the$
foregone EBIT drives llllt/4 ROI, which is a I point improvement. [This information is commercially 
sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage] 
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Cashflow 
191. NZS submits that it has suffered a material-level economic impact from the unfairly traded import 
HSS in New Zealand as diminished cashflow, evidenced by the cashflow data in the Injury Spreadsheet 
above. The function of the cashflow series to end F17 is y = . [This information 
is commercially sensitive because it would provide o competitor with a competitive advantage] 

192. NZS suggests that the above information significantly exceeds what is sufficient for the Ministry to 
make a finding that NZS has suffered an injurious effect upon HSS cashflow. As support for this view, NZS 
points to the following Ministry finding of likely adverse effects on cashflow in a previous investigation, 
where a likely cashflow finding was made on no direct cashflow evidence: 

"608. Croxley did not provide information on cash flow because of the difficulty in a/locating cash 
flow to its domestic production and sale of like goods. There is therefore no direct evidence ofan 
adverse impact on cash flow attributable to dumped imports. It is likely, however, that the decline in 
Crox/ey's profits will have flowed through into a decline in Croxley's cash flow from operations." 106 

193. NZS nonetheless submits that it has suffered material cashflow economic consequence which can be 
traced to the presence in the New Zealand market of the unfairly traded import goods, in particular induced 
by price suppression. As per the sales revenue analysis above, by mathematics of an unrealised higher NZS 
selling price, ceteris paribus, this presents in the economic consequence as foregone cashflow. 107 

Inventories 
194. NZS does not point to an adverse economic impact related to inventory. 

Employment and Wages 
195. NZS does not point to material-scale adverse economic impact related to employment and wages. 

Growth, Ability to Raise Capital and Investments 
196. NZS observes that the presence in New Zealand of unfairly traded import HSS has adversely affected 
growth prospects for the NZS HSS business, and any requests NZS might make to its owner for capital. As 
illustrated above in the EBIT, gross profit and cashflow tables, NZS has suffered considerable economic 
damage relative to a circumstance in which the unfairly traded import goods may have been remedied per 
the intent of the WTO Agreement and New Zealand Dumping and Countervailing Duties Act 1988. The 
significant degree of economic damage from the unfairly traded import goods is inevitably considered by the 
NZS parent when growth and further investments in New Zealand are being evaluated. 

197. Consideration is given to whether the manufacturing economics of HSS can be satisfactorily positive 
if the import pool remains comprised of unfairly traded import goods, that is, comprised of unfairly traded 

106 http://www.m bie .govt. nz/i nfo-services/b usi ness/trade-ta riffs/trade-remedies/du m ping-of-imported
goods/ document-image-Ii bra ry-com pleted-invest igations/Fi nal%20report%20Dia ries%20from%20Ch i na
%20Hong%20Kong-%20lndonesia-%20Korea%20and%20Malaysia%20-1298%20kB%20PDF.pdf 

107 Under the Ministry prior rebar steel industry approach referred to above, a counterfactual NIP is assessed 
against the weighted average import price of the non-unfairly traded goods. Given that the weighted 
average non-unfairly traded imports are at a higher level above the NZS price than the Chinese undercutting, 
then the cashflow economic effect in (for example F17) is - tonnes times $11,!t equals $.m. [This 
information is commercially sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage] 
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goods under the WTO construct of what "unfair" means. NZS observes that its potential source of growth 
funding has a choice to direct capital to geographies where unfairly traded import HSS is trade-remedied. 

Other Factors 
198. NZS is not aware of the following factors materially injuring the industry: The volume and prices of 
goods that are not sold at dumped prices; Contraction in demand or changes in patterns of consumption; 
Restrictive trade practices of, and competition between overseas and New Zealand producers; 
Developments in technology, and NZS export performance and productivity. NZS does not consider those 
factors relevant to this case. 

199. NZS is not aware of importations of unfairly traded Chinese or Malaysian goods by New Zealand 
producers of like goods. 

Other Economic Effects 
200. The primary economic impact from the unfairly traded import goods has been on the NZS HSS selling 
price and consequential profit. NZS does not point to economic effects other than those described above. 

Causal Link 
201. The price-depressive and suppressive effects occur in the market comment and intelligence 
feedback regarding whether the NZS-made HSS goods are competitive against the unfairly traded import 
goods. The causal linkage resides in the IPP pricing mechanism, where New Zealand customers require that 
NZS respond to their supply-side/ price option of buying imported goods whose price is underpinned by 
unfair (by "unfair'', we refer to imports that are unfair and are injurious according to WTO rules) economics. 
The pricing dynamic is described in the New Zealand Steel Pricing Structure Section above, and is shown at 
paragraph 189 where the unfairly traded goods are of large volume share and near lowest price. 

202. The effect of the unfairly traded import goods on the prices of like goods in the New Zealand market, 
and the impact thereof, can be evidenced by the NZS hollows price responsiveness to the import price 
indications given to it in the NZS price discussions with customers. This is the essence of causal link (which 
the Ministry may observe in the NZS referenced evidence at paragraph 139, coincidence analysis is incapable 
of convincingly analysing). 

203. NZS submits that it does respond to the import goods price. Economic effect is thus induced. One 
can illustrate this, on the facts, with analysis of the various import goods price data points presented to NZS 
and the subsequent NZS price response. Specifically: 

i. The relationship between import pricing108 and NZS prices through time has -
Pearson R Correlation. The spread between those series has a o of $Ill(o~ -

ii. That is significantly different if one lags the NZS prices later than the price indications by two 
months, i.e. looks for response. If one is looking to see evidence of price response, one 
would expect to see R increase and the o decrease relative to non-lagged. 

iii. The expected price response occurs, evidenced by lagged data R =  which is a 
significant increase from un-lagged _ , and the lagged data a of the spread 

108 Universe July 2014 to April 2017 = 21. 
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declining to S.1111 (offµ$.) from the un-lagged o S.1111 [This information is commercially 
sensitive because it would provide a competitor with a competitive advantage] 

204. The causal linkage relative to the unfairly traded goods being in the New Zealand customer-driven 
pricing practice is made plain by asking the counterfactual question. That is: 

"Given how pricing takes place in this market, at the nexus ofprice in pricing meetings, would NZS's 
economic performance have been different if the unfairly traded Chinese import goods not been present in 
New Zealand in material volume, and undercutting the NZS selling price in recent years?" 

205. This question can alternatively be asked in reverse. That is: 

"Given how pricing takes place in this market, at the nexus ofprice in pricing meetings, would NZS's 
economic performance have been no different if the unfairly traded Chinese import goods not been present 
in New Zealand in material volume, and undercutting the NZS selling price in recent years?" 

206. One can describe the causal link in a further manner: The sales revenue and pricing data clearly 
shows significant decline. Some is due to world price change. NZS is nonetheless, on the facts, forced to 
respond to the significant China and Malaysia undercutting. That modality, the Chinese and Malaysian goods 
causing adverse NZS economic performance, is at the nexus of the NZS price discussions with local New 
Zealand customers. 

Provisional Measures 
207. NZS seeks provisional anti-dumping measures. NZS considers that the Ministry will find positive 
evidence in this application for the existence of conditions meeting the requirements of section 16(1)(a) and 
section 16(1)(b). Without limitation, NZS points to marketplace events originating from the unfairly traded 
import goods which are currently causing NZS to lower its prices and suffer consequential injury. 

Anti-Dumping Duty Suspension 
208. NZS considers that the goods covered by this application are not goods of a kind typically used in 
residential construction and are thus not intended included in the 2019 two year extension of the three year 
anti-dumping duty collection suspension. 

Verification Visit 
209. Whilst there is no explicit statutory obligation on Ministry officials to conduct a verification visit, 
there are powerful due process reasons that demonstrate why such visits must take place given the 
stakeholders diverging interests in the process and the general information asymmetry. NZS considers that 
some in-company exporter information cannot be satisfactorily found or verified without a verification visit 
by Ministry officials. Set out below is example evidence supporting that view. Some of this evidence 
identifies what was found different in the verification visit and the effect upon the investigation of having 
elicited the correct information in the visit: 

a) � The Australian Anti-Dumping Commission uncovered some correct, highly relevant 
information, only by having travelled to China and conducted in-China verification. An 
example relates to Chinese company Tianjin Youfa which indicated in questionnaire reply to 
the Australian Customs and Border Protection Service a level of HRC supply from SIE's 
driving a 2.8% subsidy finding. Information obtained at verification which was then followed 
up, led to a significantly higher HRC supply from SIE's, and an increase in the related subsidy 
level from the original 2.8%, to 12.0%. The additional HRC source-related evidence elicited 
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was material to the extent that it gave rise to a 9.2% uplift in the subsidy rate established in 
the investigation.109 NZS offers that example to show that relevant information for an HSS 
investigation can be elicited, and necessary corrections made to regulator analysis, if the 

regulator conducts a verification visit. 

b) 	 The EU found when investigating OCS in China that the written Chinese entity submissions 
sent to Brussels contained incorrect information, for example in relation to electricity. This 
was only revealed, that is, necessary corrections made, by the EU having conducted in-China 
verification. The EU's in-China discoveries were not found by the preceding EU in-Europe 
side desk review. The additional electricity-related evidence elicited was material to the 
extent that it appears to have given rise to a 0.17% subsidy rate.110 This is a further example 
to show that relevant information can be elicited if the decision-maker conducts a 

verification visit. 

c) 	 The EU very recently found significant discrepancies during an in-China steel industry 
verification visit. In report of 8 June 2017 (case AS634) the EU said: 

'7hefindings of the verification were very different to the number and total value of 
grants reported in the questionnaire responses of the GOC. 11 111 

d) 	 The EU also found significant grants accounting treatment-related discrepancies during its 
case AS634 in-China steel industry verification visit. In report of 8 June 2017 the EU said: 

'7herefore, the Commission concluded that the company had neither provided the 
detailed information about the grants received in the IP and which were reported in 
the reply to the questionnaire, nor the details of the grants that were received prior to 
the IP, and which were found only during the verification visit <emphasis added> to 

be relevant for the IP."112 

e) 	 In-China verification affords a unique opportunity for a regulator to interview Chinese 
parties with relevant information aside from those on the specific visit list. By way of 
example, the EU spent 80 person-days in China verifying hot rolled steel information in the 
afore-mentioned case AS634. It visited MOFCOM China where it noted that "other relevant 
ministries" also attended and "participated" in the EU-MOFCOM meeting.113 This is a further 
example to show that relevant information can be elicited if the decision-maker were to 
make such in-country inquiry. The participation by other relevant GOC ministries provides an 
opportunity for a decision-maker to ask questions and obtain knowledge of matters 

pertinent to its inquiry. 

109 Australian report 379 at 8.5.2, (45). 

110 EC Organic Coated Steel Report (11 March 2013) at [35-36]. 

111 EC Hot Rolled Steel Report (8 June 2017) at (388]. 

112 EC Hot Rolled Steel Report (8 June 2017) at (80]. 

113 EC Hot Rolled Steel Report (8 June 2017) at [21). 
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CONCLUSION 

Case Basis 
210. This case is based on the following: 

a) 	 The China and Malaysia share of the New Zealand HSS imports is circa 74%.114 

b) China and Malaysia's HSS pricing into New Zealand is low, and those low HSS prices are presented 
in the New Zealand market at levels which undercut the New Zealand industry and adversely 
affect the economic position of the New Zealand industry. 

c) 	 China and Malaysia's HSS pricing into New Zealand is underpinned by unfair trading practice 
within the meaning of the WTO Agreements. 

Confirmation of Application 
I hereby apply to the Ministry on behalf of NZS for the initiation of an investigation into the dumping of HSS 
from China and Malaysia. 

This application and its attachments provide positive evidence of: 

• 	 Dumping of Chinese and Malaysian HSS goods in New Zealand; and 

• 	 Material injury to the New Zealand industry; and 

• 	 The causal link between dumped Chinese and Malaysian HSS goods and the material injury occurring 
at NZS. 

NZS makes this application to the Ministry as the New Zealand industry manufacturing like goods to those 
subject to the application. 

New Zealand Steel Limited 

114 Although Malaysia is thought to be on its own, circa 11%. See footnote 46. 
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Chris Blenkiron 

Manager Marketing, Sales & Business Development 
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APPENDICES/ SCHEDULES 

Appendix One: Excerpt Australian Report115 re Section 5(2)(b) of the Act 

3.4 Steel industry: Chinese government interventions 
The Chinese Government has played a central role in the development of the Chinese steel industry over an 
extended time period. 

A 2014 CBSA report noted that the Chinese Government classified the 'Iron and Steel Industry' as a 
'fundamental or pillar' industry.116 As such, the Chinese Government has been heavily involved in directing 
and controlling the structure, composition, growth and financial viability of the steel industry through 
numerous plans and directives, 117 subsidy programs, taxation arrangements and the significant number of 
state owned steel companies, and the National Development Reform Commission's (NDRC) responsibility for 
approving all large steel projects. 118 More information on these interventions is set out below. Concerns 
regarding the role of the Chinese Government involvement within the Chinese steel sector have been 
expressed by five American trade associations.119 Analysis by these associations identified numerous 
programs through which the Chinese Government is alleged to have provided support to the sector and 
directly contributed to high levels of overcapacity and producer fragmentation. Support mechanisms 
included: cash grants; equity infusions; government-mandated mergers and acquisitions; preferential loans 
and directed credit; land use subsidies; subsidies for utilities; raw material price controls; tax policies; 
currency policies; and lax enforcement of environmental regulation. 

3.41. Chinese Government subsidies and tax concessions 

115 http://www.adcommission.gov.au/adsystem/referencematerial/Documents/MASTER%20
%20Steel%20aluminium%20report%20%20-%2031%20August%2020l6%20
%20for%20public%20release.pdf p. 44-49. 

116 CBSA, 2014, p 14. 

117 2011-2015 Development Plan for the Steel Industry (2011), Guiding Opinions on Pushing Forward 
Enterprise Mergers and Acquisitions and Reorganisation in Key Industries (2013), Directory Catalogue on 
Readjustment of Industrial Structure (Version 11) (2013 Amendment), Steel Industry Adjustment Policy 
(2015 Revision). Some of these plans and directives cover other key industries as well as the steel 
industry.2011-2015 Development Plan for the Steel Industry (2011), Guiding Opinions on Pushing Forward 
Enterprise Mergers and Acquisitions and Reorganisation in Key Industries (2013), Directory Catalogue on 
Readjustment of Industrial Structure {Version 11) (2013 Amendment), Steel Industry Adjustment Policy 
(2015 Revision). Some of these plans and directives cover other key industries as well as the steel industry. 

118 CBSA, 2014, p. 17. 

119 Steel Industry Coalition, Steel Industry Coalition Report on Market Research into the People's Republic of 
China Steel Industry, Part 1, Final Report, 2016. Associations contributing to the report included the: 
American Iron and Steel Institute; Steel Manufacturers Association; Committee on Pipe and Tube Imports; 
Speciality Steel Industry of North America; and the American Institute ofSteel Construction. 
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The Commission has found evidence of a range of different subsidies and tax concessions provided by the 

Chinese Government to the Chinese steel industry, including: 120 

• subsidization of raw inputs (such as coal and electricity) 
• land use tax deductions 
• tariff and value-added tax (VAT) exemptions on imported materials and equipment 
• preferential tax policies for enterprises with foreign investment 
• preferential tax policies for specific regions 
• preferential tax policies for high and new technology enterprises 
• special support funds for non-state-owned enterprises. 

These subsidies and tax concessions reduce the operating costs of Chinese steel enterprises, confer a 
competitive advantage through the ability to offer steel products at lower prices, and increase the 

profitability of steel production. 

By altering the VAT rebates or export taxes applied to steel exports, the Chinese Government has altered the 
relative profitability of different types ofsteel exports and of exports compared to domestic sales. This has 
changed steel producers' relative incentives to sell steel products in domestic compared to export markets. 
Through these mechanisms for altering the relative supply of particular steel products in the domestic 
market, the Chinese Government has been able to influence the domestic price for those products. 

For example, in January 2015, the Chinese Government reduced the VAT rebate on steel products containing 
boron, which accounts for around 40 per cent of exports.121 While these VAT rebates have been reduced, 
they remain in place for other additives such as chromium.122 Such rebates increase the profitability of 

alloyed steel products compared to non-alloyed products. 

The Chinese Government also influences the domestic price for steel products through the application of 
export taxes on Chinese billets, which accounts for a significant proportion of the cost of steel fabricated 
products. For example, 80 to 85 per cent of the total production cost of steel such as rod in coils is accounted 

for by the cost of billets.123 

Previous investigations by the Commission found evidence of export taxes and export quotas on a number of 

key inputs in the steel making process including coking coal, coke, iron ore and scrap steel.124 The 

120 Anti-Dumping Commission, 2013, Report Number 198: Dumping of Hot Rolled Plate Steel Exported from 
the People's Republic of China, Republic of Indonesia, Japan, The Republic of Korea and Taiwan and 
Subsidisation of Hot Rolled Plate Steel Exported from The People's Republic of China, pp. 41-43; Australian 
Customs Service, 2013, Report Number 193: Alleged Subsidisation of Zinc Coated Steel and Aluminium Zinc 

Coated Steel, pp. 4041 

121 Department of Industry and Science, Resources and Energy Quarterly, March 2015, p. 24. 

122 Metals Insight, 14 May 2015, p. 4. 

123 Anti-Dumping Commission calculations. 

124 Anti-Dumping Commission, 2013, Report Number 198: Dumping of Hot Rolled Plate Steel Exported from 
the People's Republic of China, Republic of Indonesia, Japan, The Republic of Korea and Taiwan and 
Subsidisation of Hot Rolled Plate Steel Exported from The People's Republic of China, pp. 41-43. 
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Commission found that these measures would keep input prices artificially low and create significant 
incentives for exporters to redirect these products into the domestic market, increasing domestic supply and 
reducing domestic prices to a level below what would have prevailed under normal competitive market 
conditions. 

The extent to which lower raw material prices would have a depressing effect on domestic Chinese steel 
prices will depend on the degree to which lower input costs are passed through into prices and the degree to 
which steel producers are able to retain the lower raw material costs in the form of increased profit. Where 
lower input costs are able to be retained as increased profit, this would increase steel producers' incentives 
to expand production. 

The Chinese Government was reported to be planning to reduce the export tax on steel with effect from 1 
January 2016, from 25 per cent to 20 per cent for steel billet and 10 per cent for pig iron. 125 This was 
expected to improve returns to Chinese steel producers, reducing the pressure on the industry to cut 
capacity and making exporting relatively more attractive. As at August 2016, the Commission has not been 
able to confirm whether export taxes applied to Chinese steel billet and pig iron were reduced. 

3.4.2 Chinese Government involvement in strategic enterprises 
The Chinese Government maintains significant interests in a number of major Chinese steel producers. As a 
'fundamental or pillar' industry, the Chinese Government retains a minimum of 50 per cent equity in the 
principal enterprises. State-owned steel producers constituted a majority of the top ten steel producers in 
China and accounted for a significant share of tota I steel production and capacity. 126 Through its involvement 
in these companies, the Chinese Government is able to exert significant influence over the Chinese steel 
industry. The importance of these state-owned steel producers is reflected in the Chinese Government's 
Guiding Opinions on Pushing Forward Enterprise Mergers and Acquisitions and Reorganisation in Key 
Industries (2013) document, which calls for the top ten steel producers to further consolidate control over 
Chinese steel production and hence increase their influence over domestic steel markets. 

While there is limited transparency about the operations of Chinese state-owned corporations, the 
Commission understands that these companies can receive loans at less than commercial rates, that 
dividend policies can be set to pursue government objectives and that extended periods of lossmaking may 
be tolerated-all of which reduce the normal commercial pressures for companies to operate efficiently and 
for poorly performing firms to cut back or cease operations. 

The OECD has found that China's steel industry has one of the lowest operating margins compared not only 
to the steel industries of many other economies but also relative to other domestic industries. China's steel 
industry is ranked 85th out of 94 Chinese service and manufacturing sectors, but is last amongst all domestic 
manufacturing industries.127 As noted in chapter 2 of this report, average margins for Chinese steel 
producers were negative in 2015. The Commission notes that low and negative margins have been recorded 
despite the subsidies and tax concessions outlined in section 3.4.1 above. 

125 http://finance. ya hoo.com/news/ehin as-export-tax-cuts-could-worse n-globa 1-steel-082427033
bus in ess.htmI 

126 CBSA, 2014, p. 14. World Steel Association figures. In 2010, eight of the largest ten Chinese steel 
producers were state owned; these companies included Hebei Steel Group; Baosteel Group; Ansteel Group; 
Wuhan Steel Group; Shougang Group; Maanshan Steel; Tianjin Bohai Steel; and Benxi Steel Group. In 2013 
the top steel companies accounted for 45 per cent of total Chinese crude steel production. 

127 OECD, Steel Market Developments, Q4 2015, 2016, p. 17. 
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The weakening of normal commercial pressures on state-owned corporations may also lead to investments 
that would be unlikely to meet commercial rate of return criteria. These corporations' investment decisions 
may instead be directed towards implementing the objectives of the Chinese Government's planning 
directives. Examples include the involvement of Chinese state-owned steel companies in projects which have 
either been recently commissioned or are under development, despite the magnitude ofglobal and Chinese 
overcapacity. These projects include: Anshan Iron & Steel's Bayuquan Steelworks (6.5 million tonnes per 
annum (mtpa), Liaoning Province, commissioned 2008); the Shougang Jingtang United Iron & Steel's 
Steelworks (Hebei Province, commissioned 2010); and the Fangchenggang Steel Company Limited !Wuhan 
Iron & Steel Group) Steelworks (9.2 mtpa, Guangxi Province, commissioned September 2014).128 Significant 
Chinese steelworks with a focus on flat products currently being developed or planned include: Baosteel's 
Zhanjiang steelworks (Guangdong Province, expected commissioning in 2016); the Baotou Iron & Steel 
steelworks (5 mtpa, Inner Mongolia); and the Chongqing Iron & Steel (Chongang) and POSCO signed 

Investment MOU (USD 3.3 billion, signed July 2014).129 

3.4.3 Chinese Government plans and directives for the steel industry 
The nature and extent of the Chinese Government's influence within the Chinese steel industry is 
demonstrated by the major themes and objectives of its series of plans and directives for the industry 

(summarised in the text box below). 

Early plans and directives focussed on developing the Chinese steel manufacturing industry, supporting 

economic stability and employment (particularly during the 2009 GFC). 

However, the emphasis of more recent Chinese Government plans and directives is on promoting the orderly 

restructuring and reorganisation of the Chinese steel industry to address the issue of persistent 

overproduction and excess capacity. 

China's 13th Five Year Plan, covering the period 2016-2020, was endorsed at the National People's Congress 
held in March 2016. Detailed plans for each region and major industry were expected to be released later in 

the year; as at August 2016, they were yet to be released. 

Media summaries of the 13th Five Year Plan 130 report that it maintains the Government's focus on reform, 
including reducing excess capacity and improving environmental performance. The Plan also targets the 
maintenance of relatively solid economic growth of 6.5 to 7 per cent per annum. Actions to address 
overcapacity in Chinese industry include reforms to state-owned enterprises and greater market discipline. 
Similar objectives for the Chinese steel industry were identified by the Chinese Ministry of Industry and 

Information Technology in the draft Steel Industry Adjustment Policy (2015 Revision). 

If implemented according to the indicated timeframes, the Chinese Government's policies would reduce 
overcapacity in the steel industry over time. However, the Commission considers that the Chinese 
Government's desire for a 'soft landing' for the economy, its economic growth and employment objectives, 

128 OECD, Excess Capacity in the Global Steel Industry and the Implications of New Investment Projects, 
OECD Science, Technology and Industry Policy Papers, No. 18, OECD Publishing, 2015, p. 15. 

129 ibid. 

130 A final translated version of the 13th Five Year Plan was not publicly available at the time of writing this �

report. �
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and evidence of continued state-sponsored investment in steel production facilities suggest that the 
significant structural adjustment in the Chinese steel industry is unlikely to occur in the near-term. 

The difficulties facing the Chinese Government in restructuring the industry were demonstrated in the first 
four months of 2016, when an estimated 50 million tonnes of previously closed Chinese capacity was 
restarted. A Chinese news portal, MySteel, reported that the restarting of this capacity, as a result of 
improved profitability and access to credit, accounted for almost all of the 60 million tonnes of capacity 
taken off line in 2015.131 

Themes and objectives of Chinese government plans and directives for the steel industry 

National Steel Industry Development Policy (2005): Structural adjustment of the Chinese steel 
industry; industry consolidations through mergers and acquisitions; regulation of technological 
upgrading to new standards; Government supervision and management. 

Blueprint for the Adjustment and Revitalisation of the Steel Industry (2009): Domestic market 
stability; control of total steel production output and elimination of backward capacity; enterprise 
reorganisation and greater industry concentration; technical transformation and technical progress; 
guidelines for steel industry layout and development, steel product mix and product quality; iron ore 
import stability and 'rectifying' the market order; development of domestic and overseas resources. 

2011-2015 Development Plan for the Steel Industry (2011): Increased mergers and acquisitions to 
create larger, more efficient steel companies; minimum capacity requirements to reduce the number 
of small steel producers; restrictions on steel capacity expansions; upgrades of steel industry 
technology; greater emphasis on high-end steel products; relocation of iron and steel companies to 
coastal areas. 

Guiding Opinions on Pushing Forward Enterprise Mer:gers and Acquisitions and Reorganisation in Key 
Industries (2013): Top ten companies to account for 60 per cent of production; three to five major 
steel corporations with core competency and international impact; six to seven steel corporations 
with regional influence; steel corporations to participate in foreign steel companies' mergers and 
acquisitions. 

Steel Industry Ad justment Policy (2015 Revision ): Upgrades to product mix; rationalisation of steel 
production capacity; lift in capacity utilisation rates to 80 per cent by 2017; guidance for market exit; 
industry consolidation; orientation and oversight of mergers and reorganisations; improved 
organisational structures; Government supervision and administration; energy conservation, emission 
reductions, and environmental protection. Sources: CBSA, 2014, pp. 17-18; 

http://www.eurofer.eu/lssues%26Positions/Trade/ws.res/Steel Industry Adjustment Policy Comments Appendix.fhtml/Steel 
Industry Adjustment Policy Appendix.pdf; Dept. of Industry and Science, 2015, China Resources Quarterly, Southern Autumn 
- Northern Spring, p. 15. 

The Commission also notes that provincial and local governments implement a number of plans and 
measures to control the development of the iron and steel industry. The plans and directives issued at the 
central government level have often, in the past, been integrated and reinforced at the provincial level.132 

131 Australian Financial Review, 'China reopens steel mills as profits surge', 28/04/2016, p. 11. 

132 Anti-Dumping Commission, Statement of Essential Facts No. 301: Alleged Dumping of Certain Steel Rod in 
Coils Exported from The People's Republic of China, 15 February 2016, pp. 54-55. For example, the Chinese 
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The Commission understands that provincial and local governments have recently prioritised policies to 
maintain or grow production and employment, sometimes in a manner contrary to central government 
policies to improve efficiency or increase the scale of production. 

For example, there have been increasing reports in recent times of so-called 'zombie' companies in steel 
(and aluminium) manufacturing. These companies are financially unviable, or unable to repay debts, but are 
being supported and prevented from bankruptcy by local governments, in the hope that a recovery in steel 
(and aluminium) prices would allow them to return to profitable operation. 133 The Commission considers 
that such actions are likely to further delay the necessary structural adjustment within the Chinese steel 

industry. 

Such actions have been identified as explaining, in part, the limited success of China's 2013 plan to reduce 
steel capacity, supporting doubts about China's ability to reduce steel-making capacity and steel production: 

The limited attempts that were made to reduce capacity in accordance with the 2013 plan were largely 
ineffectual. For example, in late 2013, China's Hebei province staged an event during which demolition squads 
blew up blast furnaces owned by 15 mills, all on Chinese state television. According to the Wall Street Journal, 
however, "(a]II of the furnaces targeted for destruction turned out to be so outmoded that the companies that 
owned them didn't consider them spare capacity, steel-industry officials [said}, meaning they didn't help reduce 
the province's extra volume." In part due to the lack of progress closing capacity in Hebei, "there is no reason to 
assume that [the government's SO-million ton closure) target will be met," let alone the larger level of capacity 

closure envisioned by China's newly announced plan.134 

Government's 'Blueprint for the Adjustment and Revitalisation of the Steel Industry' (2009) and the 
'Shandong Province Iron and Steel Industry Revitalisation Plan' (2009) identified a number of corresponding 

policy measures. 

133 http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/economics/debtladen-zombie-companies-imperil
chinasgrowth/news-story/ 4083e25el2ae4cff07cb44 7551079eac; http://www.ejinsight.com/20160312-how

ch i nacou ld-put-zom b ie-com pan ies-to-rest/ 

134 A Price, C Weld, L EI-Sabaawi and A Teslik, Unsustainable: Government intervention and overcapacity in 

the global steel industry, op. cit., pp. 7-8. 
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Appendix Two: Excerpt from Canada Border Services Agency Statement 

of Reasons 4214-42 AD/1403 & 4218-39 CV/138, December 23, 2014 135 

[93) ~fore. the m.irgm ofdumpi.ng for Hob.as Peuol \\1lt de1en:mntd punuant to 
s«t1on 29 ofSIMA bii.scd oo &be All Other Exponers · nwgin o(dumpmg methodology 
~btdbelow 

Chim, 

(94J Sect1on 20 ofSIMA may be apphtd to de1eroune the oormru \'lllue of goods m a dumpuig 
U1\'estiga11on wbcic C'ttm&n condatiom prt:Vllll U1 tti.: domt.sue marled of the expo111ng councry 
In the- case ofa ptesc:rtbtd country under pru.agmpb 20(1Xo) ofSIMA.1 111.$ oppbtd v.-bett. in me 
OJ)UllOll ofthe ~deal. domcsue pru:es are subswiu:illy ~ byw gO\"cmmcnl of thilt 

coWllry and ~c ,s sufficient rcawo to bche,.-e thil1 Ibey Mt not wbuantaally lhe some DS lhey 
would be ,fthcy \\"tte determmed Ill II COmptUfl\'C mad:ct WhtA": s«UOll 20 is apphcablt. &be 
nOffllAl \-aluts ofgood$ are ru,t detC"1211Md uW1g domestic pnccs orCO$tr. in chat courury 

(95} for purposes ofa clumping proc:ttda.ttg.. the CBSA procetds on lhe presumption tb.a.t 
~on 20 of SIMA is uot appbcnble to the secior under r.nvesttp~on nbscilt suffic:!fflt 
informa11on 10 ~ C04'ttltry The Pr~~, may Otlly form ao opm.ioc wbefc tbffc 1S suffiacnr 
wfont1111100 !hot the condibons set fonh Ill p.:uagmph lO(l)(a) of SIMA exst1 u, the -.«tor under 
Ul\"eSbptJ.On 

[96) The CBSA 1i· also rcqwrcd 10 ~nc tht pncc effect ttrultmg from substnMnl 
go\-ctnlJltsll de1etmulat1on ofdomestic pnc~ 30d whether tbcte 1s '>uffiC'Jcnl mformnnon on ~ 
rc<ord for the PrcsulC'tll 10 ba\·e ~ason 10 belte\-e lba1 the t«wUO& domesuc pnces are uot 
subsCt\llually the \anle a~ they would be ma C'ompettU\~ marlceL 

[97] For the purpose oftlus m\·estigntlon. the C01I1pl:uzwus requested th.11 s«UOA 20 be 
applied Ul the detcm:unatJon ofnormal \~ dut to the allt:gtd eiost~c ofthe cood111ons se1 

fonb Ul porappb 20(1)(n) ofSIMA The Comphwwlts PfO\'ldtd mfonnatlOP to suppon thC'k' 
nllegn11oos concttmng the 1Qll8 products steel ~ctor m CluM. which mcl~ cooetttc 
mcfon:mgw 

[98) At the uuwmon ofibe un~suphon.. the CBSA had sufficient t:Vldtace. supplied by the 
Comphwwlts. from us own re:sc:uc:b and from pn.st m\·csoptions. to support the uuuaucm ofa 
s«11on 20 usquuy 10 ~lUDUle the extent ofGOC invoh emC'Ot m pncmg 1n the long product~ 
Slttl s«tor. which w.cludes concrete r~orcizig bar The m.fosmatJoo mdicated that prices 111 

ChinA u, I.hit M:CtOf bA\'c bttn 1ufiuenctd by \"ll.llOU'i> GOC iudll'.tnal pohc:1ts Constquently; the 
CBSA s.tnl section 20 RFh IO the GOC and au kl10,vn loo, products Stttl proctu«n 111 Chino I.O 

ob'l:un 1nformnbon on the m:itlt"r 

13 

135 See http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/sima-lmsi/i-e/ ad1403/ad1403-i14-fd-eng.pdf 
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R.sults of lbf! SKtion 20 Inquiry 

[99) The CBSA ~ que\t10NWl'es 10 83 c~11nd produccc~ m she long product, st~I 
~tor 111 Chma One producer' PfO\'lcu-d :1 rcspon~ ru,.d tMII' tolAI ~ion fi(llttS account 
for a &acuon of'tbe total producuon of concn:tt' m.nforc11l8 bllt' us Cluna 

9 
The GOC cbd not 

Pf0\1dt a Rspomc to !he s«tlon 20 RFI. In lhc ab5.mcc ofcoruplC1<' snfosmanon t~ CBSA · s 
source'$ ofmformaoon are conscr:u.ntd Accordmgly. tbt- CBSA b.1s rd1ed on tl$ own ,es.earch 
nnd u:u0tll1atlou chat wiu on lhc 11c:lsxuwJ.trnt1vc record, ootv.1tbstmlding tts effons to obtAul more 
c~sn·e cbta 

( J 00} The foll0\\'Ul8 1<& die CBSA s nnnJyw. ofshe tele'\,.ull !.lc:tors that ilR prewnt m the 
~ steel t.ndu~try and \\iucb affect !he long product'> sieotl ~or. which inc:ludcs C()f)CtttC 

reuifon:mg bnr 

(101) The GOC dassi.fies the l.fOO rmd stttl mdu.sny to be a -fundamental or ptllM~ uidusuy 
Md thtrcforc 1.be go\·munc11t mamtams a dcetec- ofc:OAtrol ove-r tbt- U'ldunry. mrough a 
nwwnum of SO'!o eqwty ui the pnnctpal fflt.erpn~ .10 

[102) lnformt1t1011 on the- record uidtcatcs lbas m 2010 ~sht oflhe ,op ten stttt comp:iwes t.a 

Chm., wtf"C smte-own~d.11 In 2013 111s estunated that 1~ top tc-n stttl companies accouottd for 
45,o oftbc row C'hmcK cnsdt: su:d productton. n The complruna.n1s also pro,,dcd ~upponing 
documentahOn tbAt demOtl'ltrntC'S th.'lt siate O\\'llt'd mterpn~ produce '1ed billC't alldlor rebllr 
th~l1;es0t through th$' subs1~ Tlus mdicates that the GOC C"Xeffl coouol o\·er !he 
~ sted tnchutry. wlucb cucompn~ the long produc" stttl sector, u,cludmg conaetc 
remfomntt b:tt 

1 ~~bit, $6 (PRO) UII $7 (NC') . ~ to S«I\® :?O R.fl • Slmdoaf Stullc1lg Specw Stttl Oioap 
Co . Ltd. �
f 011mpU1f ~tos Eldl.ibil 7S (l'RO)- Docum,cnt 41 , Exllslnt ~(PRO)• AU (b)�
'° Dumpuig E.xhib,1 147 (PRO) • 2007..01 Mocey fo, J.kw • Cltuw,14' S1ttl l.ochlsll)' �
11 I>Dmp!IIJ Eli:hilm 2 (NC") - Complmm. Alulct=t,,.l ?4, p 9 �
I> Dumplll! Exhibit U (PRO) - Doclsmto.t S. 2013 Top Sttt!imhn m ~Wodd{Top ~). E.idi.ib11 78 (PltO)�
Doc~ $0 • 2014-02 MDT . ?Oll Rq,ort on 1hr e(Ol10CGK opm!bOII oflbt ,ittl Uldo$tly �

14Tradt- and Aot1-dwnpmg Prognms Direetornte 
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( I 03} As c1~ m J>fC'\"lOUS ,«i1on 20 111qwnc,. relotm.g 10 tilt! sett! industry13• the N:111011.,I Sitt! 
Industry Devel~t Pohcy (2005 National Stttl Policy)1

" dated July S. 2005. outlines lhc 
GOC future pllUU for the doru~uc stttl industry Ill Chm., The mojor obJCCtl\'CS ofthe 2005 
National Steel Pohcy are · 

• � the "ru<:turul ndJUstmcnt oflbe domestrc steel industry u, Cluo:i. 
• � wdusu)· consohdatto:ns th.rou@b ~erand acqws1bons. 
• � the regulations ofttdmolog,cru upgrad,.ng with new staodards for w s1ttl andustsy: 
• � mc-.\sur« to reduce- maiennl a.nd energy consumption nnd colum1:e eo,,~al �

prot«Uon.. nod �

• � go,·cro.menr suptn'l~Oll and ll!MAgcmml m the steel industry 

[104) On Match 20. 2009. lhe GOC promulgated the- Bluqmut for the AdJustment and 
Re-.•tlll!WtUon ofche S~l .bldustry (2009 Su-et Rc\,tnbzntsODJRt$CUC Pmn)11, 1ssu.ed by th,e 
GtDcmt Offu:e ofthe Stare CoUQCtl This macro-«onomic pohcy wns lhc GOC s mJ)OtlSC co 
the in1cmouoonl 6nanc1al mSJs and a olso the nctton plan for the steel mdustr}' for the pcnod 
bfflvem 2009 and 201 1 Tbs.s pUl1l UKludes cbe following major wlcs· 

• � m4ultlun w stDbihtyofthe domestic aw1tt1 and unpro,·e the export cn\"U'onmeot. 
• � sincdy control the iotnl output of1.tttl and occeJenite the proces~ ofeluwnnt111g whilt u 

b:tclc:\t.'ard ( obsoleie). 
• � cubaoce fflfnpn5e ftorpru.z:ntion and mipn)\'C the Uldustnal COOCCOln\Uon IC'\·d : 
• spend more on iedmical tn\Mform1ttt00 nnd promote: tcchi:uc:al P108J«.t �
• optimi.tt the layout ofthe stttl industry and overall a:rrangemaus of,u <k.\'clopment: �
• � lldJUSI lbt stttl product DUX IUld UDpfO\"t lhc product quality:
• � lllllllttnm 1t1blc uupon oftto:a ore resoun:~ Md tecisfy lht mnrlu:t order. and 
• � dc-\·elop ~cand o.·~as resou.rces 11.0d guarauttt lhc safety of the i.ndu.\try 

(105] Tbtte arc: common mcasutei beni.ttn the t\\'O G0C polmes bat.. 111 addatiOll. the 
2009 Stttl R.c\-itahzat,on/~~ Plan 1s :m o«clc:r.u1on ofsome Q).RJot objecu,·<:S ofthe 
2005 Nnuoual S1ttl Policy. Ill tbot lhtre contu'IUC'f to be lht. mc1 c:onirol ofnew adda1toos 10 

sic-e} ~oncapnctty. more supulared mcrgen aod acquuuioo.'> to consobdate d>e stt-el 
wdlmry in Cb.i.na m10 wg« c:011@loniernses Nld 1\1~ a focus on pn><lu1:1 qwilit)' 

u Caum ~amku Sfffl C.wua (?008). Certmi Ou CollCtr}' Tub&lbr Goodt (.?010}, ('('11a!Q Corbozi S1tt1 w~lded 
,.~ (200S& 1011). C'ffl.lta l'Dp 1oUP(20tl). Ca141AP11al11 P1ptQOl2) aadC'tN.m.Gah~ Swtl v:ll't 
{.'OU) 

Ollmpmg uhibi1 36 (PRO) -~ l'io 15 • 2005,.01 NORC (200SJ 3.S • Stttl ~·De\·elopmect Pobi:y
1'Dumpuig ~ l6(PRO)-Documt:t.,s No ,s -2009..03SC' (!009)6. 2®' Sett! !odottr;RtllU\IC~ud 
Rt,_'lfalmtiod P'lu 

15 
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[106] Thttt MC also pro\'lllCW ,·crstOtlS 10 the 2009 Stttl Re\•11a.hzatsontR~ Pla.n. An 
example of lb.(, pro\"Ulet.,1 •'Mson ofthe 0,u1onal plan as the SM.Odontt Pto\,n<:c Iron A.Dd Seed 
lnclu~try RC$Mlct\lnng and R.e,-itabznuou Pl1SD. 16 Tlus 2009 pro'l:mcial plrui IUUTOfS lb.(, policy 
ob.,e<ll\'tt ofthe natiODill 2009 Stct"l Rc-.."liahz.onon!Rcscue' Plan.. but ts tailored to rcfi«1 thc
conditi.ons for the uon and stttl mdustry Ill Sbi\ndong Provuxc 

[107) fw:thtt suppon th.it the domt'Slsc prms arc subscauually cktmmued by the GOC and nre 
ooc wbstiu1wil1y the SllfflC' M they would be ma c:ompet1t1,·c mnrkt't 111 the ,~cl andustJ)· in Ctun;i 
<:&12 be iound m tbC' GOC' s ~macro-econoauc policy entitled. 12th F1ve·Y~ Piao Iron and 
S1«t (2011 -1015 Oc\:clopmcnt Plan f01 tbe Srcd lru!ustry) 

11 

(108] The 2011-2015 OC\·elopmesu Plan for the Stttl Industry tS the mosc tt'Ceot fivc-yttt plan 
for the r.1ecl llld~uy lh,u v.,s rd.eAscd by tbt' G0C s Muustl}' oflndU\tt)· l1Qd Imonnat1on 
Technology on No\·cmbcr 7. 2011 . h SCf\"CS as w gwdmg do(umeoi for lhe de\·clopmcnI of the 
Cbmcsc st«l tndu.my for the 2011-201 S pc-nod Md sts mr«uvcs mcl~ 

• uicrnsed mcrgC'fS and acqw.suions to Crtl\tC lo.rgtt. more cflicienl steel compamts. 

• OOC rc,;rnc:ttom oo. st«l cap.,c1t\' nc~on. 
• upgrndsng of stc,cl indusuy tceboology: 
• grealet GOC empbas\S on high-end steel products. and 
• OOC dirtttt'd rclocanoo ofmm and ,tttl comp:tmd. co coa.1c11l :ll't'U 

( 109} Al~ LO.eluded m tlus pl4n l\lC m.u:umuw rtqWr~fflt$ for stttl producuoo iii ord« to 
cha.unatc sml)l!tt ployers 1.11 the mnrk~ Through dus plM. the GOC ii contu1wog 1t\ fcfonn and 
r~oflhc Cbmesc- steel anduslry ~GOC' s w-gct 1.S lhot by 201 S. Cru.aa·stop 
10 steel produc:en wdl tcpr~t 60% oflhc country 

0 

lli totol steel ouipuc Accordins to the 
2005 Natioo.aJ Sic,cl Plaa. lbt' lons:·DllitC GOC taq:et fot mergers and acqwsih01lS i.s co have the 
top 10 ~ stc'CI producers account for 700/4 of total natioo.ol ,t«>l prodnctim by 2020 Tbn 
pbc is the QC'Xt de\·elopmt11t stagt' ofOOC duecti\"t'.'i rumcd at .\cbie'\-mg tlu, loag-rnns.e 2020 
tllt'gCI. 

(1 JO} Tbt 2011-201 5 ~elopmalt Piao for the Sred lndu'litt)' 3lw addresses oogoiog issues m 
tbe stttl sndusb')' Wlth tbt' dirK tivc 10 stnctly couttol cx:p;uwou of steel produ.c:bon c:npncny. 
11ccelc:r.ite lht de\-clopmcai ofhlghec \ 11Juc sied products nnd to connnuc to od,.mce mergm 
Md ttS!nlCtunng. 

I$ ~ Exhibit 36 (PRO) - Doa:.mtol '8 . 2009.0.S Sbmldoll! (?009) No :S • Stwidot.\8 Pl'o\._l Slttl 
bldmtry RUQ'IICIWUlf oGd ~~- P1oa.
1' Dl!lllpm,g Exhibit 36 (PJlO)- Documtni JOO. ?011-11 ?>IDT (2011).SSO. S&etl llldu$u)I t2ihf1n- Yt*1 
'DfvflOpmt111 Pt= 

16 
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(111) Tbefefore the main cask of~ 2011 -201; Den~lopmcn1 Plan fOf" the Steel IodustJy" 10 
conttol tor.tl ,·ol~ by el.umnatmg ob<.olt1C production and comroUing uew productaou capac-ny. 
The S.C:OJIC of the GOC, reforms m the stttl s«tor u:i Chin.G 1s to be obtrunt'd by l.lldu~try 
cooct'UU'i!tton targl'ls through mttgers and ;icquu1t1ons by the end of201 5, These GOC 
objceuver. arc hkd>· to con1lu::t with the commen::.ol utlefcsts ofproducers w the long products 
~ttl sector. wlucb iodud~ concrete rt'l.l1fon:uig bar Thffi! obJKUVe<s wlll l.tkd)' affe-ct 
production ,·olumes. compcnuon a.ad ult.mu1tely pnces 

[l 12} lo0ciobct20J I. opilotpro;tc:t was 14uachtd by the N;inonal Devel~t and Rtform 
Comouu1on (NDRC) to teitrl.lCNtc the srttl wdustr)• m Sb.andong Pn:>\'WCl' • The ID4Ul 

ob.,cetivt:$ ofthC' intructunng plim 11 to pbAsc out backward produchon th~b)' unpro,,ng 
cnctg)' consct\'IIU.OU. control new production capaaty m ordtt 10 stop bhn<S um:stmc11t. impro,~ 
uidustrw concemrnnon through mttg('f'f ond p!Ant ~locotsom and increase me produc:11011 of 
hightt ,'lll~ ncldtd stttl products The obJectn~ 1s 10 cst.1bh\h oo.c large pro,10Cial stttl 
company (Shandoag &on llJld Stttl Group) and five repmal stttl CompMl~ (Ztbo. Wci.fiw.g.,

1Lu'""·Lin)'l. Bu:izbou) ' Tb1S would be :tehseved through the ~gcrofstate owned and 
prt\"lltcly O\\~ stttl mills through cqwty swaps or pAttDCtSbJp agrttmmts ~~GOC 
objecll\'c ofmcrgsug acd cosuolidat&ng the sittl IMU'tll'}' LS likcl)' to contbc:t '1>1lh the commem.td 
uuetests ofproducers Ul the Ion,. produets stttl sector. v.iuch i.ndudcs c:onat-te rcuuorcmg bar 

(II 3] The GOC b.n also prO\'ldcd \'ruUC' o.ddcd tax 01An eq>Ort rebates Oil \1Ul011$ ,tecJ 
pn,du.c1s 10 prom<»e thttr aport. In addiuon. the GOC has also zmposed e,tpOn taxes on ,-anou~ 
~lttl products 10 CUl'UliJ tbeit export 

{ 114] lo g~ tfflm. Chma · s VAT sysim11S $mulnr to a consumpuon wt. \V.th the cod 
cOOSWDttultaMtelypayiag the inx A mai:wtilcturcrin ChUlll pa~"i 1-,.. VAT on its purchllses of 
r.m· matfflals. processes the goods. and then sd.ls cbc cod·products. coll«ting l 7~., VAT m !be 
proc:c:ts TIK' manufacturer tbffl n:mits the cWl'eraice bcawccn !he VAT collt:cu:d Md the VAT 
paid on the purchases ofthe mw matffltlls. In tlus llWlnff. a mrurufoC'Nrer does no1 ancur any 
VAT related costs on lus produc1100 matttial~ HowC\'Cf. VAT on export sales " ireated 
difftf'ta.dy 

( J 15) Wnh t'ltpOl'lS. the ~ still P4fS the ~ l JO• VAT oo thtu purchAses ofra"'· 
matenah. howe\·et. when Ibey ClCJ)Ott the good.-.. they oa.lycecei,,: a VAT refucd ofa fixed 
perecola~. which 1s established by the GOC lo addition. lhc VAT refund caw,.ot ~e«l lbe 
\'AT p.ud on fflt\' mAkrull.c. Comequcntly. tht: VAT refwd on aport1. would offi;~ the VAT 
p.ud on the rav.· matmals !t 

11 Oampmg &&slm 80 (Ne) - ~1H - Slwldcog [2012) N~ $. bp~onofti. R.ntrachml!J,Of~ �
Sitt!~m S!midoclg Pn>~e �
i, ~ Ex.bib!! SO (NC) - 0.X-t 3S - Slwldcnsg Pion.ace Sttd tu~~lnlCIWUlf IO S1&1t �
:r, ~ Ex.bibi1 80 • (NC) -~34 -S1u.Adoog lroo. =6 Stttl li:idu~ R.titrocrtzn11g New,, �
l l ~- Exhibit 7$ {PaO) - Doc=-t 9 - OECO Stttl Ttllek Policy Mtt'1¥et. �
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(116) Smee 2007. Cluua bAs d1.m.1ws1ed VAT C'lq)Or1 rcb1ucs oc some. but not All steel productt. 
rC"Sultmg in a shift m producnon tO\\·ntds product~ thllt ittll qWlbfied for Ilia rebate ?1 This h.u 
the effect ofpromolmg <:efUI.Ul cypes ofprl)ducnoo ,,iuk at the Samt> lunt rcducmg the level of 
~poru ofolbn' \t~J products. ultuu.atdy affccnng pnang ofthese goods. 

{11 7) At1 imponant effect ofth~ lllJt cha.ng~ 1~ that ir ina~lbe cost of expons and 
reduces lhttr profi11ibiln)'. wlw:h m tum reduces t~ ,·o~ ofmRtmnl that " exported lllld 
lco,·e<> 11dd1h0MI cap.,ary to ~ ·e the domesuc 1IW'kt1 Whale the GOC h11s staicd that aumy of 
~ pobc,es ~mtendcd co 11ddttss cn-.vonmffltal and reso~ ~fficsmcy aswes. ww 
me4SUl'cs .ice cb.tuiguig the dcmaud 3S1d wppl)' balance 111 lbe domcstlc ma,ut and ilffe,:ung the 
dom.e,t1c pntes of3ffccted products !J 

{ l l S} The GOC ~ not pn:w1d.c m y VAT eq,ort rebatc for stttl bdkts!.tot DOil.alloy relxls". 
wtulc nlloy rcb.v cwtmtly1cc:cl\'C'i 11 VAT c"'port rebate Stttl billet IUld no11-Alloy reba,: uc 
both subject to au c,q>Ott tax The .1bsfflcc ofa VAT export rebate. coupled with nn export Wt. 

on stttl billets furchtt ~trntes the GOC. J objcctlvc ofmcrea<.mg !he domt'Shc supply of 
ucfuu.shed stttl products by chscouraging lheu' expon A lughcc supply of stttl products .such I'll 
btlltts in w ~nc marlcct cause:<. a down\\-ard pressute on dotntstic pnce<i of~ goods 
FUl1hcf SUlC(' billet compnses a larg(' ptt«ntage ofthe cosi ofrebat13

• dlc low cos, ofbillet m 
Ciuoa Ullp4Ctt. che prtC(' ofrebar in Clunn 

AAal'l.-sis ofDomgoc Pm:cs IQ Clwla 

(119) ~ CBSA f't'qUeSled dome.Uc lllllrkt-t pr1cmg of c:oncrctt" rt'U\fom,ng b:lr &om the GOC 
Gttd producen in Chwa. The GOC dad not PfO"'ldt a ~ponse 10 tbt: Rft but the CBSA dsd 
fttt"SVe uuonD11noo on the domestte m.vkt1 pricmg ofcooaete rcworang bar &om one 
prochicer ui C1u.na 

{ 120) ~ compl4uu prondtd mfonnanon from the Stttl 8USU1e.ss Bnefing (SBB). a globol 
~lsource ofst«l pricing wfonmtioo. Comp.lrulg world\\'lck conaetc rcmCon:mg bar 
prt«s fos die POl This uuonnntton u:idscated dun domesnc pn.:e$ of concrel'.C re1nforcmg b.v m 
Cuna \\'ete cons,ste11dy lo\\'CT wbt:n cowp.ved to pricu1g ui other madtecs. • 

'6 

{121) ~ CBSA wns also able to obt3m domcsnc pncmg in.fonnncion from My$tt"CI Wcdd>.1' 
for the cOllcrCte rnnfot<Ul8 bat mMUt m Cbioa for the POl The prices reporttd 1.11 MyS1e<.'t 
Weekly were. 1n lme with wb4t the SBB reponed :!S 

~DllmpUlg - uhl'btl 78 (PRO) - Oocllmftll i - emu , \'ol,i~ Tu Sy"e= �
;;\ D,impmg Eithib11 ?(NC) • Compbull. p:1111 126 �
)I Slttl tnllet it lllttd ID the mlll\!1bt:lllrt of 1011! products such itt pt:lul b.1n, rtNI', 1ods.. ~1. pipes aad \nlt: �

~ Dompuig Exllalnt l(NC). Complaull. pon 132 �
~ Dumping Exlubtt l(PRO) Complmat, Attaduneal 29. �
• MySttf:1 Wffl:ly u "°' ~ obKf\'ff ortbe ~ attel awh:c 
lll D,impmf Exbib,1 67 (?RO). M)'5ittl Wett,y, luut" 301 30~. 307. )11 . 314. . H9 32.3 HS, H2, 336. 3AO �
,µ.J , 3.19 3H -S l.$7 �
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Appendix Three: China WTO Accession Protocol of 10 December 2001, 
Clause 15 

15. 	 Price Comparability in Determining Subsidies and Dumping 

Article VI of the GAIT 1994, the Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade 1994 ("Anti-Dumping Agreement") and the SCM Agreement shall apply in proceedings involving 
imports of Chinese origin into a WTO Member consistent with the following: 

(a) In determining price comparability under Article VI of the GAIT 1994 and the Anti-Dumping 
Agreement, the importing WTO Member shall use either Chinese prices or costs for the industry 
under investigation or a methodology that is not based on a strict comparison with domestic prices or 
costs in China based on the following rules: 

(i) � If the producers under investigation can clearly show that market economy conditions 
prevail in the industry producing the like product with regard to the manufacture, production 
and sale of that product, the importing WTO Member shall use Chinese prices or costs for 
the industry under investigation in determining price comparability; 

(ii) 	 The importing WTO Member may use a methodology that is not based on a strict comparison 
with domestic prices or costs in China if the producers under investigation cannot clearly 
show that market economy conditions prevail in the industry producing the like product with 
regard to manufacture, production and sale of that product. 

(b) In proceedings under Parts II, Ill and V of the SCM Agreement, when addressing subsidies 
described in Articles 14(a), 14(b), 14(c) and 14(d), relevant provisions of the SCM Agreement shall 
apply; however, if there are special difficulties in that application, the importing WTO Member may 
then use methodologies for identifying and measuring the subsidy benefit which take into account the 
possibility that prevailing terms and conditions in China may not always be available as appropriate 
benchmarks. In applying such methodologies, where practicable, the importing WTO Member should 
adjust such prevailing terms and conditions before considering the use of terms and conditions 
prevailing outside China. 

(c) The importing WTO Member shall notify methodologies used in accordance with 
subparagraph (a) to the Committee on Anti-Dumping Practices and shall notify methodologies used in 
accordance with subparagraph (b) to the Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures. 

(d) Once China has established, under the national law of the importing WTO Member, that it is 
a market economy, the provisions of sub paragraph (a) shall be terminated provided that the 
importing Member's national law contains market economy criteria as of the date of accession. In 
any event, the provisions of subparagraph (a)(ii) shall expire 15 years after the date of accession. In 
addition, should China establish, pursuant to the national law of the importing WTO Member, that 
market economy conditions prevail in a particular industry or sector, the non-market economy 
provisions of subparagraph (a) shall no longer apply to that industry or sector. 

End. 
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Appendix Four: Letters of Application Support 

~ Industrial Tube Manufacturing Co. Ltd. 
278 Kahlkatea ortve, Fronkton, Hamilton 
PO Box 9506. Hamilton 3240 
P I +64 7 847 5333 F I +64 7 847 8502 Industrial Tube w Iwww.steeltube.co.nz 

OUR PEOPLE OELIVER 

The Manager 

Trade and Regulatory Cooperation 
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment 

PO 801473 
Wellington 6140 

To whom it may concern, 

Industrial Tube Manufacturing Co. Ltd. support the application by NZ Steel concerning the dumping 

of hollow steel sections from China and Malaysia, and subsidisation of hollow steel sections from 
China in New Zealand. 

Yours sincerely 

DA Pennell 

Chief Executive Officer �

Industrial Tube Manufacturing Co. Ltd. �
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fi=\I New Zealand �
~Tube Mills �

October l 8th 2017 

The Manager 
Trade and Regulatory Cooperation 
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment 
PO Box 173 
Wellington 6140 

To whom it may concern. 

NZ Tube Mills Ltd support the application by NZ Steel concerning the dumping 
of ho I low steel sections from China & Malaysia, and the subsidisation ofChinese 
hollow steel sections, into New Zealand. 

In addition to ourselves being a manufacturer of hollow sections, which would also 
likely be under threat from cheaper subsidised imports. we purchase our feed coil 
from NZ Steel. 

So, anything that may impact on the viability ofNZ Steel will ultimately flow 
down to NZ Tube Mills, likely to drive up our costs and make us uncompetitive too. 

Should you wish to discuss this matter further. then [ can be contacted on 
029 579 5429 or tcr'w.nztm.co 

Yours Faithfully 

~ 
Terry Carter �
General Manager �

New Zealand Tube Mills Ltd, 2-14 Port Road. Seaview. PO Box 36 036 Lower I-lull 5045 
Tel: 64 4 576 1800 - Fnx: 64 4 568 9153 - \\ WW.nzlubcmills.co.nY
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